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SECTION 02900 – LANDSCAPING         
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1  RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 
1.2  SUMMARY 
 

A. This Section includes the following: 
 

1. Trees. 
2. Shrubs. 
3. Ground covers. 
4. Plants. 
5. Lawns. 
6. Topsoil and soil amendments. 
7. Fertilizers and mulches. 
8. Stakes and guys. 

 
B. Related Sections:  The following Sections contain requirements that relate to this Section: 

 
1. Division 2 Section "Site Clearing" for protection of existing trees and planting, 

topsoil stripping and stockpiling, and site clearing. 
2. Division 2 Section "Earthwork" for excavation, filling, rough grading, and 

subsurface aggregate drainage and drainage backfill. 
3. Division 1 Section “Allowances” for landscaping allowances. 

 
1.3  SUBMITTALS 
 

A. General:  Submit each item in this Article according to the Conditions of the Contract and 
Division 1 Specification Sections. 

 
B. Product certificates signed by manufacturers certifying that their products comply with 

specified requirements. 
 

1. All landscaping products must be 100% Appropriate Species, and 50% Certified 
Native Species, 

2. Manufacturer's certified analysis for standard products. 
3. Label data substantiating that plants, trees, shrubs, and planting materials comply 

with specified requirements. 
 

C. Certification of grass seed from seed vendor for each grass-seed mixture stating the 
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botanical and common name and percentage by weight of each species and variety, and 
percentage of purity, germination, and weed seed.  Include the year of production and 
date of packaging. 

 
1. Certification of each seed mixture for sod, identifying sod source, including name 

and telephone number of supplier. 
 

D. Samples of each of the following: 
 

1. 5 lb of mineral mulch for each color required for Project, in labeled plastic bags. 
2. Edging materials and accessories to verify color selected. 

 
E. Qualification data for firms and persons specified in the "Quality Assurance" Article to 

demonstrate their capabilities and experience.  Include lists of completed projects with 
project names and addresses, names and address of architects and owners, and other 
information requested. 

 
F. Planting schedule indicating anticipated dates and locations for each type of planting. 

 
G. Maintenance instructions recommending procedures to be established by Owner for 

maintenance of landscaping during an entire year.  Submit before expiration of required 
maintenance periods. 

 
1. Provide written watering and lawn maintenance instructions for the Owners 

forces to water plants and maintain lawns after Substantial Completion and after 
acceptable lawn is established.  Submit prior to Substantial Completion or 
acceptance of lawn. 

 
1.4  QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A. Installer Qualifications:  Engage an experienced Installer who has completed landscaping 
work similar in material, design, and extent to that indicated for this Project and with a 
record of successful landscape establishment. 

 
1. Installer's Field Supervision:  Require Installer to maintain an experienced full-time 

supervisor on the Project site during times that landscaping is in progress. 
  

B. Provide quality, size, genus, species, and variety of trees and shrubs indicated, complying 
with applicable requirements of ANSI Z60.1 "American Standard for Nursery Stock." 

 
1. All products must be 100% Appropriate Species, and 50% Certified Native Species. 
 

C. Topsoil Analysis:  Furnish a soil analysis made by a qualified independent soil-testing 
agency stating percentages of organic matter, inorganic matter (silt, clay, and sand), 
deleterious material, pH, and mineral and plant-nutrient content of topsoil. 
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1. Report suitability of topsoil for growth of applicable planting material.  State 

recommended quantities of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash nutrients and any 
limestone, aluminum sulfate, or other soil amendments to be added to produce a 
satisfactory topsoil. 

 
D. Measurements:  Measure trees and shrubs according to ANSI Z60.1 with branches and 

trunks or canes in their normal position.  Do not prune to obtain required sizes.  Take 
caliper measurements 6 inches above ground for trees up to 4-inch caliper size, and 12 
inches above ground for larger sizes.  Measure main body of tree or shrub for height and 
spread; do not measure branches or roots tip-to-tip. 

 
E. Preinstallation Conference:  Conduct conference at Project site to comply with 

requirements of Division 1 Section "Project Meetings." 
 
1.5  DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 
 

A. Packaged Materials:  Deliver packaged materials in containers showing weight, analysis, 
and name of manufacturer.  Protect materials from deterioration during delivery and while 
stored at site. 

 
B. Seed:  Deliver seed in original sealed, labeled, and undamaged containers. 

 
C. Sod:  Harvest, deliver, store, and handle sod according to the requirements of the 

American Sod Producers Association's (ASPA) "Specifications for Turfgrass Sod 
Materials and Transplanting/Installing." 

 
D. Trees and Shrubs:  Deliver freshly dug trees and shrubs.  Do not prune before delivery, 

except as approved by Architect.  Protect bark, branches, and root systems from sun 
scald, drying, sweating, whipping, and other handling and tying damage.  Do not bend or 
bind-tie trees or shrubs in such a manner as to destroy natural shape.  Provide protective 
covering during delivery.  Do not drop trees and shrubs during delivery. 

 
1. Immediately after digging bare-root stock, pack root system in wet straw, hay, or 

other suitable material to keep root system moist until planting. 
 

E. Handle balled and burlapped stock by the root ball. 
 

F. Deliver trees, shrubs, ground covers, and plants after preparations for planting have been 
completed and install immediately.  If planting is delayed more than 6 hours after 
delivery, set planting materials in shade, protect from weather and mechanical damage, 
and keep roots moist. 

 
1. Heel-in bare-root stock.  Soak roots in water for 2 hours if dried out. 
2. Set balled stock on ground and cover ball with soil, peat moss, sawdust, or other 
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acceptable material. 
3. Do not remove container-grown stock from containers before time of planting. 
4. Water root systems of trees and shrubs stored on site with a fine-mist spray.  Water 

as often as necessary to maintain root systems in a moist condition. 
 
1.6  PROJECT CONDITIONS 
 

A. Utilities:  Determine location of above grade and underground utilities and perform work 
in a manner which will avoid damage.  Hand excavate, as required.  Maintain grade 
stakes until removal is mutually agreed upon by parties concerned. 

 
B. Excavation:  When conditions detrimental to plant growth are encountered, such as rubble 

fill, adverse drainage conditions, or obstructions, notify Architect before planting. 
 
1.7  COORDINATION AND SCHEDULING 
 

A. Coordinate installation of planting materials during normal planting seasons for each type 
of plant material required. 

 
1.8  WARRANTY 
 

A. General Warranty:  The special warranty specified in this Article shall not deprive the 
Owner of other rights the Owner may have under other provisions of the Contract 
Documents and shall be in addition to, and run concurrent with, other warranties made by 
the Contractor under requirements of the Contract Documents. 

 
B. Special Warranty:  Warrant the following living planting materials for a period of one 

year after date of Substantial Completion, against defects including death and 
unsatisfactory growth, except for defects resulting from lack of adequate maintenance, 
neglect, or abuse by Owner, abnormal weather conditions unusual for warranty period, or 
incidents that are beyond Contractor's control. 

 
1. Trees. 
2. Shrubs. 
3. Ground covers. 
4. Plants. 

 
C. Remove and replace dead planting materials immediately unless required to plant in the 

succeeding planting season. 
 

D. Replace planting materials that are more than 25 percent dead or in an unhealthy 
condition at end of warranty period. 

 
1.9  TREE AND SHRUB MAINTENANCE 
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A. Maintain trees and shrubs by pruning, cultivating, watering, weeding, fertilizing, restoring 
planting saucers, tightening and repairing stakes and guy supports, and resetting to proper 
grades or vertical position, as required to establish healthy, viable plantings.  Spray as 
required to keep trees and shrubs free of insects and disease.  Restore or replace damaged 
tree wrappings.  Maintain trees and shrubs for the following period: 

 
1. Watering and feeding of plant material after Substantial Completion shall be 

performed by Owners forces following program specified by Contractor. 
 
1.10  GROUND COVER AND PLANT MAINTENANCE 
 

A. Maintain ground cover and plants by watering, weeding, fertilizing, and other operations 
as required to establish healthy, viable plantings for the following period: 

 
4. Maintenance Period:  6 months following Substantial Completion. 
2. Watering and feeding of plant material after Substantial Completion shall be 

performed by Owners forces following program specified by Contractor. 
 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 
2.1  TREE AND SHRUB MATERIAL 
 

A. General:  Furnish nursery-grown trees and shrubs conforming to ANSI Z60.1, with 
healthy root systems developed by transplanting or root pruning.  Provide well-shaped, 
fully-branched, healthy, vigorous stock free of disease, insects, eggs, larvae, and defects 
such as knots, sun scald, injuries, abrasions, and disfigurement. 

 
B. Grade:  Provide trees and shrubs of sizes and grades conforming to ANSI Z60.1 for type 

of trees and shrubs required.  Trees and shrubs of a larger size may be used if acceptable 
to the Architect, with a proportionate increase in size of roots or balls. 

 
C. Label each tree and shrub with securely attached, waterproof tag bearing legible 

designation of botanical and common name. 
 
2.2  SHADE AND FLOWERING TREES 
 

A. Shade Trees:  Single-stem trees with straight trunk, well-balanced crown, and intact 
leader, of height and caliper indicated, conforming to ANSI Z60.1 for type of trees 
required. 

   
4. Branching Height:  ½ of tree height. 

 
B. Small Trees:  Small upright or spreading type, branched or pruned naturally according to 

species and type, and with relationship of caliper, height, and branching recommended by 
ANSI Z60.1, and stem form as follows: 
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4. Form:  Single stem. 
 

C. Provide balled and burlapped trees. 
 

4. Container-grown trees will be acceptable in lieu of balled and burlapped trees 
subject to meeting ANSI Z60.1 limitations for container stock. 

 
2.3  DECIDUOUS SHRUBS 
 

A. Form and Size:  Deciduous shrubs with not less than the minimum number of canes 
required by and measured according to ANSI Z60.1 for type, shape, and height of shrub. 

 
B. Provide balled and burlapped deciduous shrubs except where bare-root deciduous shrubs 

are indicated. 
 

4. Container-grown deciduous shrubs will be acceptable in lieu of balled and 
burlapped deciduous shrubs subject to meeting ANSI Z60.1 limitations for 
container stock. 

 
2.4  CONIFEROUS EVERGREENS 
 

A. Form and Size:  Normal-quality, well-balanced, coniferous evergreens, of type, height, 
spread, and shape required, conforming to ANSI Z60.1. 

 
B. Provide balled and burlapped coniferous evergreens. 

 
4. Container-grown coniferous evergreens will be acceptable in lieu of balled and 

burlapped coniferous evergreens subject to meeting ANSI Z60.1 limitations for 
container stock. 

 
2.5  BROADLEAF EVERGREENS 
 

A. Form and Size:  Normal-quality, well-balanced, broadleaf evergreens, of type, height, 
spread, and shape required, conforming to ANSI Z60.1. 

 
B. Provide balled and burlapped broadleaf evergreens. 

 
4. Container-grown broadleaf evergreens will be acceptable in lieu of balled and 

burlapped broadleaf evergreens subject to meeting ANSI Z60.1 limitations for 
container stock. 

 
2.6  GROUND COVERS AND PLANTS 
 

A. Provide ground covers and plants established and well rooted in removable containers or 
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integral peat pots and with not less than the minimum number and length of runners 
required by ANSI Z60.1 for the pot size indicated. 

 
2.7  GRASS MATERIALS 
 

A. Grass Seed:  Fresh, clean, dry, new-crop seed complying with the Association of Official 
Seed Analysts' "Rules for Testing Seeds" for purity and germination tolerances. 

 
4. Seed Mixture:  Provide seed of grass species and varieties, proportions by weight, 

and minimum percentages of purity, germination, and maximum percentage of 
weed seed as indicated on Schedules at the end of this Section. 

 
B. Sod:  Certified turfgrass sod complying with ASPA specifications for machine-cut 

thickness, size, strength, moisture content, and mowed height, and free of weeds and 
undesirable native grasses.  Provide viable sod of uniform density, color, and texture of 
the following turfgrass species, strongly rooted, and capable of vigorous growth and 
development when planted. 

 
4. Species:  Provide sod of grass species and varieties, proportions by weight, and 

minimum percentages of purity, germination, and maximum percentage of weed 
seed as indicated on Schedules at the end of this Section. 

 
2.8  TOPSOIL 
 

A. Topsoil:  ASTM D 5268, pH range of 5.5 to 7, 4 percent organic material minimum, free 
of stones 1 inch or larger in any dimension, and other extraneous materials harmful to 
plant growth. 

 
4. Topsoil Source:  Reuse surface soil stockpiled on the site.  Verify suitability of 

surface soil to produce topsoil meeting requirements and amend when necessary.  
Supplement with imported topsoil when quantities are insufficient.  Clean topsoil of 
roots, plants, sods, stones, clay lumps, and other extraneous materials harmful to 
plant growth. 

   
2.9  SOIL AMENDMENTS 
 

A. Lime:  ASTM C 602, Class T, agricultural limestone containing a minimum 80 percent 
calcium carbonate equivalent, with a minimum 99 percent passing a No. 8 sieve and a 
minimum 75 percent passing a No. 60 sieve. 

 
4. Provide lime in the form of dolomitic limestone. 

 
B. Aluminum Sulfate:  Commercial grade, unadulterated. 

 
C. Sand:  Clean, washed, natural or manufactured sand, free of toxic materials. 
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D. Perlite:  Horticultural perlite, soil amendment grade. 

 
E. Peat Humus:  Finely divided or granular texture, with a pH range of 6 to 7.5, composed of 

partially decomposed moss peat (other than sphagnum), peat humus, or reed-sedge peat. 
 

F. Sawdust or Ground-Bark Humus:  Decomposed, nitrogen-treated, of uniform texture, free 
of chips, stones, sticks, soil, or toxic materials. 

 
4. When site treated, mix with at least 0.15 lb of ammonium nitrate or 0.25 lb  of 

ammonium sulfate per cu. ft. of loose sawdust or ground bark. 
 

G. Manure:  Well-rotted, unleached stable or cattle manure containing not more than 25 
percent by volume of straw, sawdust, or other bedding materials; free of toxic substances, 
stones, sticks, soil, weed seed, and material harmful to plant growth. 

 
H. Herbicides:  EPA registered and approved, of type recommended by manufacturer. 

 
I. Water:  Potable. 

 
2.10  FERTILIZER 
 

A. Bonemeal:  Commercial, raw, finely ground; minimum of 4 percent nitrogen and 20 
percent phosphoric acid. 

 
B. Superphosphate:  Commercial, phosphate mixture, soluble; minimum of 20 percent 

available phosphoric acid. 
 

C. Commercial Fertilizer:  Commercial-grade complete fertilizer of neutral character, 
consisting of fast- and slow-release nitrogen, 50 percent derived from natural organic 
sources of urea-form, phosphorous, and potassium in the following composition: 

 
4. Composition:  Nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in amounts recommended in 

soil reports from a qualified soil-testing agency. 
 

D. Slow-Release Fertilizer:  Granular fertilizer consisting of 50 percent water-insoluble 
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium in the following composition: 

 
4. Composition:  Nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in amounts 

recommended in soil reports from a qualified soil-testing agency. 
 
2.11  MULCHES 
 

A. Organic Mulch:  Organic mulch, free from deleterious materials and suitable as a top 
dressing of trees and shrubs, consisting of one of the following: 
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4. Type:  Shredded hardwood. 
 

B. Peat Mulch:  Provide peat moss in natural, shredded, or granulated form, of fine texture, 
with a pH range of 4 to 6 and a water-absorbing capacity of 1100 to 2000 percent. 

 
C. Fiber Mulch:  Biodegradable dyed-wood cellulose-fiber mulch, nontoxic, free of plant 

growth- or germination-inhibitors, with maximum moisture content of 15 percent and a 
pH range of 4.5 to 6.5. 

 
D. Asphalt Emulsion Tackifier:  Asphalt emulsion, ASTM D 977, Grade SS-1, nontoxic and 

free of plant growth- or germination-inhibitors. 
 

E. Nonasphaltic Tackifier:  Colloidal tackifier recommended by fiber-mulch manufacturer 
for slurry application, nontoxic and free of plant growth- or germination-inhibitors. 

 
2.12  WEED-CONTROL BARRIERS 

 
A. Nonwoven Fabric:  Polypropylene or polyester fabric, 3 oz. per sq. yd. minimum. 

 
B. Composite Fabric:  Woven, needle-punched polypropylene substrate bonded to a 

nonwoven polypropylene fabric, 4.8 oz. per sq. yd.  
 
2.13  EROSION-CONTROL MATERIALS 
 

A. Blankets:  Biodegradable wood excelsior, straw, or coconut-fiber mat enclosed in a 
photodegradable plastic mesh.  Include manufacturer's recommended steel wire staples, 6 
inches long. 

 
B. Fiber Mesh:  Biodegradable twisted jute or spun-coir mesh, 0.92 lb per sq. yd. minimum, 

with 50 to 65 percent open area.  Include manufacturer's recommended steel wire staples, 
6 inches long. 

 
2.14  STAKES AND GUYS 
 

A. Upright and Guy Stakes:  Rough-sawn, sound, new hardwood, redwood, or  
pressure-preservative-treated softwood, free of knots, holes, cross grain, and other 
defects, 2 by 2 inches by length indicated, pointed at one end. 

 
B. Guy and Tie Wire: ASTM A 641 (ASTM A 641M), Class 1, galvanized-steel wire, 

2-strand, twisted, 0.106 inch in diameter. 
 

C. Guy Cable:  5-strand, 3/16-inch  diameter, galvanized-steel cable, with zinc-coated turn 
buckles, 3-inch- long minimum, with two 3/8-inch-  galvanized eyebolts. 
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D. Hose Chafing Guard:  Reinforced rubber or plastic hose at least ½ inch in diameter, black, 
cut to lengths required to protect tree trunks from damage. 

 
E. Flags:  Standard surveyor's plastic flagging tape, white, 6 inches  long. 
 

2.15  MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
 

A. Antidesiccant:  Water-insoluble emulsion, permeable moisture retarder, film forming, for 
trees and shrubs.  Deliver in original, sealed, and fully labeled containers and mix 
according to manufacturer's instructions. 

 
B. Trunk-Wrap Tape:  Two layers of crinkled paper cemented together with bituminous 

material, 4 inches  wide minimum, with stretch factor of 33 percent. 
 
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
 
3.1  EXAMINATION 
 

A. Examine areas to receive landscaping for compliance with requirements and for 
conditions affecting performance of work of this Section.  Do not proceed with 
installation until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

 
3.2  PREPARATION 
 

A. Lay out individual tree and shrub locations and areas for multiple plantings.  Stake 
locations, outline areas, and secure Architect's acceptance before the start of planting 
work.  Make minor adjustments as may be required. 

 
3.3  PLANTING SOIL PREPARATION 
 

A. Before mixing, clean topsoil of roots, plants, sods, stones, clay lumps, and other 
extraneous materials harmful to plant growth. 

 
B. Mix soil amendments and fertilizers with topsoil  in amounts recommended in soil reports 

from a qualified soil-testing agency.  Delay mixing fertilizer if planting does not follow 
placing of planting soil within a few days. 

   
C. For tree pit or trench backfill, mix planting soil before backfilling and stockpile at site. 

 
D. For planting beds and lawns, mix planting soil either prior to planting or apply on surface 

of topsoil and mix thoroughly before planting. 
 
3.4  LAWN PLANTING PREPARATION 
 

A. Limit subgrade preparation to areas that will be planted in the immediate future. 
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B. Loosen subgrade to a minimum depth of 4 inches.  Remove stones larger than 1-1/2 

inches in any dimension and sticks, roots, rubbish, and other extraneous materials. 
 

C. Spread planting soil mixture to depth required to meet thickness, grades, and elevations 
shown, after light rolling and natural settlement.  Do not spread if planting soil or 
subgrade is frozen. 

 
1.  Place approximately ½ the thickness of planting soil mixture required.  Work into 

top of loosened subgrade to create a transition layer and then place remainder of 
planting soil mixture. 

  2. Allow for sod thickness in areas to be sodded. 
 

D. Preparation of Unchanged Grades:  Where lawns are to be planted in areas unaltered or 
undisturbed by excavating, grading, or surface soil stripping operations, prepare soil as 
follows: 

 
1.  Except at areas of well established existing lawns remove and dispose of existing 

grass, vegetation, and turf.  Do not turn over into soil being prepared for lawns. 
2. Till surface soil to a depth of at least 6 inches (150 mm).  Apply required soil 

amendments and initial fertilizers and mix thoroughly into top 4 inches (100 mm) 
of soil.  Trim high areas and fill in depressions.  Till soil to a homogenous mixture 
of fine texture. 

3. Clean surface soil of roots, plants, sods, stones, clay lumps, and other extraneous 
materials harmful to plant growth. 

4. Remove waste material, including grass, vegetation, and turf, and legally dispose of 
it off the Owner's property. 

 
E. Grade lawn and grass areas to a smooth, even surface with loose, uniformly fine texture.  

Roll and rake, remove ridges, and fill depressions to meet finish grades.  Limit fine 
grading to areas that can be planted in the immediate future.  Remove trash, debris, stones 
larger than 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) in any dimension, and other objects that may interfere 
with planting or maintenance operations. 

 
F. Moisten prepared lawn areas before planting when soil is dry.  Water thoroughly and 

allow surface to dry before planting.  Do not create muddy soil. 
 

G. Restore prepared areas if eroded or otherwise disturbed after fine grading and before 
planting. 

 
3.5  GROUND COVER AND PLANT BED PREPARATION 
 

A. Loosen subgrade of planting bed areas to a minimum depth of 6 inches .  Remove stones 
larger than 1-1/2 inches in any dimension and sticks, roots, rubbish, and other extraneous 
materials. 
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B. Spread planting soil mixture to depth required to meet thickness, grades, and elevations 

shown, after light rolling and natural settlement.  Place approximately ½ the thickness of 
planting soil mixture required.  Work into top of loosened subgrade to create a transition 
layer and then place remainder of planting soil mixture. 

  
3.6  EXCAVATION FOR TREES AND SHRUBS 
 

A. Pits and Trenches:  Excavate with vertical sides and with bottom of excavation slightly 
raised at center to assist drainage.  Loosen hard subsoil in bottom of excavation. 

   
1. Balled and Burlapped Trees and Shrubs:  Excavate approximately 1-1/2 times as 

wide as ball diameter and equal to ball depth, plus the following setting layer depth: 
 

a. Setting Layer:  Allow 9 inches of planting soil. 
 

2. Container-Grown Trees and Shrubs:  Excavate to container width and depth, plus 
the following setting-layer depth: 

 
a. Setting Layer:  Allow 6 inches of planting soil. 

   
B. Dispose of subsoil removed from landscape excavations.  Do not mix with planting soil or 

use as backfill. 
 

C. Obstructions:  Notify Architect if unexpected rock or obstructions detrimental to trees or 
shrubs are encountered in excavations. 

 
D. Drainage:  Notify Architect if subsoil conditions evidence unexpected water seepage or 

retention in tree or shrub pits. 
 

E. Fill excavations with water and allow to percolate out, before placing setting layer and 
positioning trees and shrubs. 

 
3.7  PLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS 
 

A. Set balled and burlapped stock plumb and in center of pit or trench with top of ball raised 
above adjacent finish grades as indicated. 

 
1. Place stock on setting layer of compacted planting soil. 
2. Remove burlap and wire baskets from tops of balls and partially from sides, but do 

not remove from under balls.  Remove pallets, if any, before setting.  Do not use 
planting stock if ball is cracked or broken before or during planting operation. 

3. Place backfill around ball in layers, tamping to settle backfill and eliminate voids 
and air pockets.  When pit is approximately ½ backfilled, water thoroughly before 
placing remainder of backfill.  Repeat watering until no more is absorbed.  Water 
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again after placing and tamping final layer of backfill. 
 

B. Set container-grown stock plumb and in center of pit or trench with top of ball raised 
above adjacent finish grades as indicated. 

 
1. Carefully remove containers so as not to damage root balls. 
2. Place stock on setting layer of compacted planting soil. 
3. Place backfill around ball in layers, tamping to settle backfill and eliminate voids 

and air pockets.  When pit is approximately ½ backfilled, water thoroughly before 
placing remainder of backfill.  Repeat watering until no more is absorbed.  Water 
again after placing and tamping final layer of backfill. 

 
C. Dish and tamp top of backfill to form a 3-inch- high mound around the rim of the pit.  Do 

not cover top of root ball with backfill. 
 

D. Wrap trees of 2-inch caliper and larger with trunk-wrap tape.  Start at base of trunk and 
spiral cover trunk to height of first branches.  Overlap wrap, exposing half the width, and 
securely attach without causing girdling.  Inspect tree trunks for injury, improper pruning, 
and insect infestation and take corrective measures required before wrapping. 

 
3.8  TREE AND SHRUB PRUNING 
 

A. Prune, thin, and shape trees and shrubs as directed by Architect. 
 

B. Prune, thin, and shape trees and shrubs according to standard horticultural practice.  
Prune trees to retain required height and spread.  Unless otherwise directed by Architect, 
do not cut tree leaders; remove only injured or dead branches from flowering trees.  Prune 
shrubs to retain natural character.  Shrub sizes indicated are size after pruning. 

 
3.9  TREE AND SHRUB GUYING AND STAKING 
 

A. Upright Staking and Tying:  Stake trees of 2- through 5-inch caliper.  Stake trees of less 
than 2-inch  caliper only as required to prevent wind tip-out.  Use a minimum of 2 stakes 
of length required to penetrate at least 18 inches  below bottom of backfilled excavation 
and to extend at least 72 inches above grade.  Set vertical stakes and space to avoid 
penetrating balls or root masses.  Support trees with 2 strands of tie wire encased in hose 
sections at contact points with tree trunk.  Allow enough slack to avoid rigid restraint of 
tree. 

 
B. Guying and Staking:  Guy and stake trees exceeding 14 feet and more than 3-inch caliper 

unless otherwise indicated.  Securely attach no fewer than 3 guys to stakes 30 inches 
long, driven to grade.  Attach flags to each guy wire, 30 inches above finish grade. 

 
3.10  PLANTING GROUND COVER AND PLANTS 
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A. Space ground cover and plants as indicated. 
 

B. Dig holes large enough to allow spreading of roots, and backfill with planting soil.  Work 
soil around roots to eliminate air pockets and leave a slight saucer indentation around 
plants to hold water.  Water thoroughly after planting, taking care not to cover plant 
crowns with wet soil. 

 
3.11  MULCHING 
 

A. Mulch backfilled surfaces of pits, trenches, planted areas, and other areas indicated. 
 

B. Weed-Control Barriers:  Install the following weed-control barriers according to 
manufacturer's recommendations, before mulching.  Completely cover area to be 
mulched, lapping edges a minimum of 6 inches. 
 
1. Material and Seam Treatment:  Nonwoven fabric with seams pinned. 
2. Material and Seam Treatment:  Composite fabric with seams pinned. 

 
C. Organic Mulch:  Apply the following average thickness of organic mulch and finish level 

with adjacent finish grades.  Do not place mulch against trunks or stems. 
   

1. Thickness:  3 inches. 
 

3.12  SEEDING NEW LAWNS 
 

A. Seed all lawn areas not indicated to receive sod.  Sow seed with a spreader or a seeding 
machine.  Do not broadcast or drop seed when wind velocity exceeds 5 mph (8 km/h).  
Evenly distribute seed by sowing equal quantities in 2 directions at right angles to each 
other. 

 
1. Do not use wet seed or seed that is moldy or otherwise damaged in transit or 

storage. 
 

B. Sow seed at the following rates: 
 

1. Seeding Rate:  5 to 8 lb per 1000 sq. ft. 
 

C. Rake seed lightly into top 1/8 inch (3 mm) of topsoil, roll lightly, and water with fine 
spray. 

 
D. Protect seeded slopes exceeding 1:4 against erosion with erosion-control blankets 

installed and stapled according to manufacturer's recommendations. 
 

E. Protect seeded slopes exceeding 1:6 against erosion with jute or coir-fiber erosion-control 
mesh installed and stapled according to manufacturer's recommendations. 
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F. Protect seeded areas with slopes less than 1:6 against erosion by spreading straw mulch 

after completion of seeding operations.  Spread uniformly at a minimum rate of 2 tons per 
acre to form a continuous blanket 1-1/2 inches loose depth over seeded areas.  Spread by 
hand, blower, or other suitable equipment. 

 
1. Anchor straw mulch by spraying with asphalt-emulsion tackifier at the rate of 10 to 

13 gal. per 1000 sq. ft. Take precautions to prevent damage or staining of structures 
or other plantings adjacent to mulched areas.  Immediately clean damaged or 
stained areas. 

  
3.13  HYDROSEEDING NEW LAWNS 
 

A. Hydroseeding:  Hydroseeding in lieu of seeding is acceptable at the Contractors option.  
Notify Architect during the submittals phase of intent to hydroseed.  Mix specified seed, 
fertilizer, and fiber mulch in water, using equipment specifically designed for hydroseed 
application.  Continue mixing until uniformly blended into homogenous slurry suitable 
for hydraulic application. 

 
1. Mix slurry with nonasphaltic tackifier. 
2. Apply slurry uniformly to all areas to be seeded in a 1-step process.  Apply mulch 

at the minimum rate of 1500 lb per acre dry weight but not less than the rate 
required to obtain specified seed-sowing rate. 

   
3.14  SODDING NEW LAWNS 
 

A. Provide sod on all slopes over entire site exceeding 1:3 and elsewhere where indicated.  
Lay sod within 24 hours of stripping.  Do not lay sod if dormant or if ground is frozen. 

 
B. Lay sod to form a solid mass with tightly fitted joints.  Butt ends and sides of sod; do not 

stretch or overlap.  Stagger sod strips or pads to offset joints in adjacent courses.  Avoid 
damage to subgrade or sod during installation.  Tamp and roll lightly to ensure contact 
with subgrade, eliminate air pockets, and form a smooth surface.  Work sifted soil or fine 
sand into minor cracks between pieces of sod; remove excess to avoid smothering sod and 
adjacent grass. 

 
1. Lay sod across angle of slopes exceeding 1:3. 

  2. Anchor sod on slopes exceeding 1:6 with wood pegs spaced as recommended by  
sod manufacturer but not less than 2 anchors per sod strip to prevent slippage. 

 
C. Saturate sod with fine water spray within 2 hours of planting.  During first week, water 

daily or more frequently as necessary to maintain moist soil to a minimum depth of 1-1/2 
inches below the sod. 

 
3.15  RECONDITIONING LAWNS 
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A. Recondition all existing lawn areas including those damaged by Contractor's operations, 

including storage of materials or equipment and movement of vehicles.  Also recondition 
lawn areas where settlement or washouts occur or where minor regrading is required. 

 
1. Recondition  all other existing lawn areas. 

 
B. Remove sod and vegetation from diseased or unsatisfactory lawn areas; do not bury into 

soil.  Remove topsoil containing foreign materials resulting from Contractor's operations, 
including oil drippings, fuel spills, stone, gravel, and other construction materials, and 
replace with new topsoil. 

 
C. Where substantial lawn remains, mow, dethatch, core aerate, and rake.  Remove weeds 

before seeding.  Where weeds are extensive, apply selective herbicides as required.  Do 
not use pre-emergence herbicides. 

 
D. Remove waste and foreign materials, including weeds, soil cores, grass, vegetation, and 

turf, and legally dispose of it off the Owner's property. 
 

E. Till stripped, bare, and compacted areas thoroughly to a depth of 6 inches. 
 

F. Apply required soil amendments and initial fertilizers and mix thoroughly into top 4 
inches of soil.  Provide new planting soil as required to fill low spots and meet new finish 
grades. 

 
G. Apply seed and protect with straw mulch as required for new lawns. 

 
H. Apply sod where indicated as required for new lawns. 

 
I. Water newly planted areas and keep moist until new grass is established. 

 
3.16  EDGING PLANTING AREAS 
  

A. Vertical Cut Edging:  Provide a 6”deep vertical cut with an continuous, even edge, at all 
edges of all landscaped areas.   

 
3.17  INSTALLATION OF MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
 

A. Apply antidesiccant using power spray to provide an adequate film over trunks, branches, 
stems, twigs, and foliage. 

 
1. When deciduous trees or shrubs are moved in full-leaf, spray with antidesiccant at 

nursery before moving and again 2 weeks after planting. 
 
3.18  CLEANUP AND PROTECTION 
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A. During landscaping, keep pavements clean and work area in an orderly condition. 

 
B. Protect landscaping from damage due to landscape operations, operations by other 

contractors and trades, and trespassers.  Maintain protection during installation and 
maintenance periods.  Treat, repair, or replace damaged landscape work as directed. 

 
3.19  DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS 
 

A. Disposal:  Remove surplus soil and waste material, including excess subsoil, unsuitable 
soil, trash, and debris, and legally dispose of it off the Owner's property. 

 
3.20  SEED MIXTURES SCHEDULE 
  

A. Sun and Partial Shade:  Provide certified grass-seed blends or mixes, proportioned by 
weight, as follows: 

Min. Min. Max. 
Pct. Pct. Pct. 

Proportion Name Germ. Pure Sd. Weed Sd. 
 

50 pct. Kentucky bluegrass 80 85 0.50 
(Poa pratensis) 

30 pct. Chewings red fescue 85 98 0.50 
(Festuca rubra 
variety) 

10 pct. Perennial rye grass 90 98 0.50 
(Lolium perenne) 

10 pct. Redtop 85 92 1.00 
(Agrostis alba) 

 
B. Heavy Shade:  Provide certified grass-seed blends or mixes, proportioned by weight, as 

follows: 
Min. Min. Max. 
Pct. Pct. Pct. 

Proportion Name Germ. Pure Sd. Weed Sd. 
 

50 pct. Chewings red fescue 85 98 0.50 
(Festuca rubra 
variety) 

35 pct. Rough bluegrass 80 85 1.00 
(Poa trivialis) 

15 pct. Redtop 85 92 1.00 
(Agrostis alba) 

END OF SECTION 02900 
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SECTION 02070 - SELECTIVE STRUCTURE DEMOLITION  

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. This Section includes the following: 

1. Demolition and removal of selected portions of building or structure. 
2. Demolition and removal of selected site elements. 
3. Salvage of existing items to be reused or recycled. 

B. Related Sections include the following: 
1. Division 01 Section "Temporary Facilities" for temporary construction and 

environmental-protection measures for selective demolition operations. 
2. Division 01 Section "Cutting and Patching" for cutting and patching procedures. 
3. Refer to the Survey Manual for specific selective demolition and replacement of elements 

within the units and public spaces. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Remove:  Detach items from existing construction and legally dispose of them off-site, unless 
indicated to be removed and salvaged or removed and reinstalled. 

B. Existing to Remain:  Existing items of construction that are not to be removed and that are not 
otherwise indicated to be removed, removed and salvaged, or removed and reinstalled. 

1.4 SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data:  For   refrigerant recovery technician. 

B. Schedule of Selective Demolition Activities:  Indicate the following: 

1. Detailed sequence of selective demolition and removal work, with starting and ending 
dates for each activity.  Ensure Owner's on-site operations are uninterrupted. 

2. Interruption of utility services.  Indicate how long utility services will be interrupted. 
3. Coordination for shutoff, capping, and continuation of utility services. 
4. Use of stairs. 
5. Locations of proposed dust- and noise-control temporary partitions and means of 

egress, including for other tenants affected by selective demolition operations. 
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6. Coordination of Owner's continuing occupancy of portions of existing building and of 
Owner's partial occupancy of completed Work. 

7. Means of protection for items to remain and items in path of waste removal from 
building. 

C. Inventory:  After selective demolition is complete, submit a list of items that have been removed 
and salvaged. 

D. Predemolition Photographs:  Show existing conditions of adjoining construction and site 
improvements, including finish surfaces that might be misconstrued as damage caused by 
selective demolition operations.  Submit before Work begins. 

E. Landfill Records:  Indicate receipt and acceptance of hazardous wastes by a landfill facility 
licensed to accept hazardous wastes. 

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Demolition Firm Qualifications:  An experienced firm that has specialized in demolition work 
similar in material and extent to that indicated for this Project. 

B. Refrigerant Recovery Technician Qualifications:  Certified by an EPA-approved certification 
program. 

C. Regulatory Requirements:  Comply with governing EPA notification regulations before 
beginning selective demolition.  Comply with hauling and disposal regulations of authorities 
having jurisdiction. 

D. Standards:  Comply with ANSI A10.6 and NFPA 241. 

E. Predemolition Conference:  Conduct conference at Project site to comply with requirements in 
Division 01 Section "Project Management and Coordination." 

1.6 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Owner will occupy portions of building immediately adjacent to selective demolition area.  
Conduct selective demolition so Owner's operations will not be disrupted. 

B. Conditions existing at time of inspection for bidding purpose will be maintained by Owner as 
far as practical. 

C. Notify Architect of discrepancies between existing conditions and Drawings before proceeding 
with selective demolition. 

D. Hazardous Materials:  It is not expected that hazardous materials will be encountered in the 
Work. 
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1. If materials suspected of containing hazardous materials are encountered, do not disturb; 
immediately notify Architect and Owner.  Owner will remove hazardous materials under 
a separate contract. 

E. Storage or sale of removed items or materials on-site is not permitted. 

F. Utility Service:  Maintain existing utilities indicated to remain in service and protect them 
against damage during selective demolition operations. 

1. Maintain fire-protection facilities in service during selective demolition operations. 

1.7 WARRANTY 

A. Existing Warranties:  Remove, replace, patch, and repair materials and surfaces cut or damaged 
during selective demolition, by methods and with materials so as not to void existing warranties. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (Not Used) 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that utilities have been disconnected and capped. 

B. Survey existing conditions and correlate with requirements indicated to determine extent of 
selective demolition required. 

C. Inventory and record the condition of items to be removed and reinstalled and items to be 
removed and salvaged. 

D. When unanticipated mechanical, electrical, or structural elements that conflict with intended 
function or design are encountered, investigate and measure the nature and extent of conflict.  
Promptly submit a written report to Architect. 

E. Engage a professional engineer to survey condition of building to determine whether removing 
any element might result in structural deficiency or unplanned collapse of any portion of 
structure or adjacent structures during selective demolition operations. 

F. Survey of Existing Conditions:  Record existing conditions by use of  preconstruction 
photographs . 

1. Comply with requirements specified in Division 01 Section "Photographic 
Documentation." 

2. Before selective demolition or removal of existing building elements that will be 
reproduced or duplicated in final Work, make permanent record of measurements, 
materials, and construction details required to make exact reproduction. 
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G. Perform surveys as the Work progresses to detect hazards resulting from selective demolition 
activities. 

3.2 UTILITY SERVICES AND MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Services/Systems:  Maintain services/systems indicated to remain and protect them 
against damage during selective demolition operations. 

1. Comply with requirements for existing services/systems interruptions specified in 
Division 01 Section "Summary." 

B. Service/System Requirements:  Locate, identify, disconnect, and seal or cap off indicated utility 
services and mechanical/electrical systems serving areas to be selectively demolished. 
1. Arrange to shut off indicated utilities with utility companies. 
2. If services/systems are required to be removed, relocated, or abandoned, before 

proceeding with selective demolition provide temporary services/systems that bypass 
area of selective demolition and that maintain continuity of services/systems to other 
parts of building. 

3. Cut off pipe or conduit in walls or partitions to be removed.  Cap, valve, or plug and seal 
remaining portion of pipe or conduit after bypassing. 

a. Where entire wall is to be removed, existing services/systems may be removed 
with removal of the wall. 

3.3 PREPARATION 

A. Site Access and Temporary Controls:  Conduct selective demolition and debris-removal 
operations to ensure minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other 
adjacent occupied and used facilities. 

1. Comply with requirements for access and protection specified in Division 01 Section 
"Temporary Facilities." 

B. Temporary Facilities:  Provide temporary barricades and other protection required to prevent 
injury to people and damage to adjacent buildings and facilities to remain. 

1. Provide protection to ensure safe passage of people around selective demolition area and 
to and from occupied portions of building. 

2. Provide temporary weather protection, during interval between selective demolition of 
existing construction on exterior surfaces and new construction, to prevent water leakage 
and damage to structure and interior areas. 

3. Protect walls, ceilings, floors, and other existing finish work that are to remain or that are 
exposed during selective demolition operations. 

4. Cover and protect equipment that have not been removed. 
5. Comply with requirements for temporary enclosures, dust control, heating, and cooling 

specified in Division 01 Section "Temporary Facilities." 
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C. Temporary Shoring:  Provide and maintain shoring, bracing, and structural supports as required 
to preserve stability and prevent movement, settlement, or collapse of construction and finishes 
to remain, and to prevent unexpected or uncontrolled movement or collapse of construction 
being demolished. 

1. Strengthen or add new supports when required during progress of selective demolition. 

3.4 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, GENERAL 

A. General:  Demolish and remove existing construction only to the extent required by new 
construction and as indicated.  Use methods required to complete the Work within limitations of 
governing regulations and as follows: 

1. Proceed with selective demolition systematically, from higher to lower level.  Complete 
selective demolition operations above each floor or tier before disturbing supporting 
members on the next lower level. 

2. Neatly cut openings and holes plumb, square, and true to dimensions required.  Use 
cutting methods least likely to damage construction to remain or adjoining construction.  
Use hand tools or small power tools designed for sawing or grinding, not hammering and 
chopping, to minimize disturbance of adjacent surfaces.  Temporarily cover openings to 
remain. 

3. Cut or drill from the exposed or finished side into concealed surfaces to avoid marring 
existing finished surfaces. 

4. Do not use cutting torches until work area is cleared of flammable materials.  At 
concealed spaces, such as duct and pipe interiors, verify condition and contents of hidden 
space before starting flame-cutting operations.  Maintain portable fire-suppression 
devices during flame-cutting operations. 

5. Maintain adequate ventilation when using cutting torches. 
6. Remove decayed, vermin-infested, or otherwise dangerous or unsuitable materials and 

promptly dispose of off-site. 
7. Remove structural framing members and lower to ground by method suitable to avoid 

free fall and to prevent ground impact or dust generation. 
8. Locate selective demolition equipment and remove debris and materials so as not to 

impose excessive loads on supporting walls, floors, or framing. 
9. Dispose of demolished items and materials promptly. 

B. Existing Items to Remain:  Protect construction indicated to remain against damage and soiling 
during selective demolition.  When permitted by Architect, items may be removed to a suitable, 
protected storage location during selective demolition and reinstalled in their original locations 
after selective demolition operations are complete. 

3.5 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC MATERIALS 

A. Concrete:  Demolish in sections.  Cut concrete full depth at junctures with construction to 
remain and at regular intervals, using power-driven saw, then remove concrete between saw 
cuts. 
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B. Concrete Slabs-on-Grade:  Saw-cut perimeter of area to be demolished, then break up and 
remove. 

C. Resilient Floor Coverings:  Remove floor coverings and adhesive according to 
recommendations in RFCI-WP and its Addendum. 

1. Remove residual adhesive and prepare substrate for new floor coverings by one of the 
methods recommended by RFCI. Mastics determined to be safe by Phase 1 
Environmental Report that do not hinder installation of new finish flooring may remain in 
place. 

D. Roofing:  Remove no more existing roofing than can be covered in one day by new roofing and 
so that building interior remains watertight and weathertight.  Refer to Division 07 Section for 
new roofing requirements. 

E. Air-Conditioning Equipment:  Remove equipment without releasing refrigerants. 

3.6 DISPOSAL OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS 

A. General:  Except for items or materials indicated to be reused, salvaged, reinstalled, or 
otherwise indicated to remain Owner's property, remove demolished materials from Project site 
and legally dispose of them in an EPA-approved landfill. 

1. Do not allow demolished materials to accumulate on-site. 
2. Remove and transport debris in a manner that will prevent spillage on adjacent surfaces 

and areas. 
3. Remove debris from elevated portions of building by chute, hoist, or other device that 

will convey debris to grade level in a controlled descent. 

B. Burning:  Do not burn demolished materials. 

C. Disposal:  Transport demolished materials off Owner's property and legally dispose of them. 

3.7 CLEANING 

A. Clean adjacent structures and improvements of dust, dirt, and debris caused by selective 
demolition operations.  Return adjacent areas to condition existing before selective demolition 
operations began. 

3.8 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION SCHEDULE 

A. Existing Construction to Be Removed:  As indicated in Construction Documents 

B. Existing Items to Remain:  As indicated in Construction Documents 

END OF SECTION 02070 
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SECTION 02110 – CLEARING AND GRUBBING 
 
PART 1 – GENERAL 
 
1.1 SUMMARY 
 

A. This section includes the following: 
 

1. Clearing  
2. Grubbing 
3. Disposal of Material 

 
1.2 DEFINITIONS 
 

A. Clearing: 
 
1. Clearing shall consist of the felling, trimming, and cutting of trees into sections and 

the satisfactory disposal of the trees and other vegetation designated for removal, 
including downed timber, snags, brush, and rubbish occurring in the areas to be 
cleared. 

 
B. Grubbing: 

 
1. Grubbing shall consist of the removal and disposal of stumps, roots larger than 3 

inches in diameter, and matted roots from the designated grubbing areas. 
 
PART 2 – PRODUCTS (Not Applicable) 
 
PART 3 – EXECUTION 
 
3.1 CLEARING 
 

A. Trees, stumps, roots, brush, and other vegetation in areas to be cleared shall be cut off 
flush with or below the original ground surface, except such trees and vegetation as may 
be indicated or directed to be left standing. Trees designated to be left standing within the 
cleared areas shall be trimmed of dead branches 1-1/2 inches or more in diameter and 
shall be trimmed of all branches the heights indicated or directed. Limbs and branches to 
be trimmed shall be neatly cut close to the bole of the tree or main branches. Cuts more 
than 1-1/2 inches in diameter shall be painted with approved tree wound paint. Trees and 
vegetation to be left standing shall be protected from damage incident to clearing, 
grubbing, and construction operations by the erection of barriers or by such other means 
as the circumstances require. Clearing shall also include the removal and disposal of 
structures that obtrude, encroach upon, or otherwise obstruct the work. 

 
3.2 GRUBBING 
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A. Material to be grubbed, together with logs and other organic or metallic debris not 
suitable for foundation purposes, shall be removed to a depth of not less than 18 inches 
below the original surface level of the ground in areas indicated to be grubbed and in 
areas indicated as construction areas under this contract, such as areas for buildings, and 
areas to be paved. Depressions made by grubbing shall be filled with satisfactory soil 
material and compacted to make the surface conform to the original adjacent surface of 
the ground. 

 
3.3 DISPOSAL OF MATERIALS 
 

A. All Materials: 
 

1. Logs, stumps, roots, brush, rotten wood, and other refuse from the clearing and 
grubbing operations shall not be disposed of by burning. 

 
2. Remove waste materials and unsuitable or excess topsoil from Owner’s property  

 
END OF SECTION 02110   
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SECTION 02200 - EARTHWORK               
 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1  RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 
1.2  SUMMARY 
 

A. This Section includes the following: 
 

1. Preparing and grading sub-grades for slabs, walks, pavements, and landscaping. 
2. Excavating and backfilling for miscellaneous structures. 
3. Subsurface drainage backfill for walls and trenches. 
4. Excavating and backfilling for underground mechanical and electrical utilities and 

appurtenances. 
 

B. Related Sections:  The following Sections contain requirements that relate to this Section. 
 

1. Division 2 Section "Site Clearing" for site stripping, grubbing, topsoil removal, and 
tree protection. 

2. Division 2 Section "Landscaping" for finish grading, including placing and 
preparing topsoil for lawns and planting. 

 
1.3  DEFINITIONS 
 

A. Excavation consists of the removal of material encountered to subgrade elevations and  
the reuse or disposal of materials removed. 

 
B. Subgrade:  The uppermost surface of an excavation or the top surface of a fill or backfill 

immediately below subbase, drainage fill, or topsoil materials. 
 

C. Borrow:  Soil material obtained off-site when sufficient approved soil material is not 
available from excavations. 

 
D. Subbase Course:  The layer placed between the subgrade and base course in a paving 

system or the layer placed between the subgrade and surface of a pavement or walk. 
 

E. Base Course:  The layer placed between the subbase and surface pavement in a paving 
system. 

F. Drainage Fill:  Course of washed granular material supporting slab-on-grade placed to cut 
off upward capillary flow of water. 

 
G. Unauthorized excavation consists of removing materials beyond indicated subgrade 
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elevations or dimensions without direction by the Architect or the Geotechnical Engineer. 
 Unauthorized excavation, as well as remedial work directed by the Architect, shall be at 
the Contractor's expense. 

 
H. Structures:  Buildings, footings, foundations, retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, 

mechanical and electrical appurtenances, or other man-made stationary features 
constructed above or below ground surface. 

 
I. Utilities include on-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables, as well as 

underground services within building lines. 
 
1.4  SUBMITTALS 
 

A. General:  Submit the following according to the Conditions of the Contract and Division 
1 Specification Sections. 

 
B. Product data for the following: 

 
1. Each type of plastic warning tape. 
2. Filter fabric. 

 
C. Samples of the following: 

 
1. 12-by-12-inch sample of filter fabric. 

 
D. Photographs of existing adjacent structures and site improvements. 

 
1.5  QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A. Codes and Standards:  Perform earthwork complying with requirements of authorities 
having jurisdiction. 

   
B. Pre-excavation Conference:  Conduct conference at Project site to comply with 

requirements of Division 1 Section "Project Meetings." 
 

1. Before commencing earthwork, meet with representatives of the governing 
authorities, Owner, Architect, consultants, Geotechnical Engineer, independent 
testing agency, and other concerned entities.  Review earthwork procedures and 
responsibilities including testing and inspection procedures and requirements.  
Notify participants at least 3 working days prior to convening conference.  Record 
discussions and agreements and furnish a copy to each participant. 

 
1.6  PROJECT CONDITIONS 
 

A. Existing Utilities:  Do not interrupt existing utilities serving facilities occupied by the 
Owner or others except when permitted in writing by the Architect and then only after 
acceptable temporary utility services have been provided. 
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1. Provide a minimum 48-hours' notice to the Architect and receive written notice to 

proceed before interrupting any utility. 
 
2. Notify ‘Miss Utility 1-800 267-7777 before doing any earthwork. 

 
B. Demolish and completely remove from site existing underground utilities indicated to be 

removed.  Coordinate with utility companies to shutoff services if lines are active. 
 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 
2.1  SOIL MATERIALS 
 

A. General:  Provide approved borrow soil materials from off-site when sufficient approved 
soil materials are not available from excavations. 

 
B. Satisfactory Soil Materials:  ASTM D 2487 soil classification groups GW, GP, GM, SW, 

SP, and SM; free of rock or gravel larger than 2 inches in any dimension, debris, waste, 
frozen materials, vegetation and other deleterious matter. 

 
C. Unsatisfactory Soil Materials:  ASTM D 2487 soil classification groups GC, SC, ML, 

MH, CL, CH, OL, OH, and PT. 
 

D. Backfill and Fill Materials:  Satisfactory soil materials. 
 

E. Subbase and Base Material:  Naturally or artificially graded mixture of natural or crushed 
gravel, crushed stone, and natural or crushed sand, ASTM D 2940, with at least 95 
percent passing a 1-1/2-inch sieve and not more than 8 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 

 
F. Satisfactory soils:  Subbase or base materials. 
G. Bedding Material:  Subbase or base materials with 100 percent passing a 1-inch sieve and 

not more than 8 percent passing a No. 200 sieve. 
 
H. Drainage Fill:  Washed, evenly graded mixture of crushed stone, or crushed or uncrushed 

gravel, ASTM D 448, coarse aggregate grading size 57, with 100 percent passing a 
1-1/2-inch sieve and not more than 5 percent passing a No. 8 sieve. 

 
I. Filtering Material:  Evenly graded mixture of natural or crushed gravel or crushed stone 

and natural sand, with 100 percent passing a 1-1/2-inch sieve and 0 to 5 percent passing a 
No. 50 sieve. 

 
J. Impervious Fill:  Clayey gravel and sand mixture capable of compacting to a dense state. 

 
2.2  ACCESSORIES 
  

A. Detectable Warning Tape:  Acid- and alkali-resistant polyethylene film warning tape 
manufactured for marking and identifying underground utilities, 6 inches wide and 4 mils 
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thick minimum, continuously inscribed with a description of the utility, with metallic core 
encased in a protective jacket for corrosion protection, detectable by metal detector when 
tape is buried up to 2'-6" deep. 

 
1. Tape Colors:  Provide tape colors to utilities as required by Miss Utility as follows: 

 
a. Red:  Electric. 
b. Yellow:  Gas, oil, steam, and dangerous materials. 
c. Orange:  Telephone and other communications. 
d. Blue:  Water systems. 
e. Green:  Sewer systems. 

 
B. Filter Fabric:  Manufacturer's standard nonwoven pervious geotextile fabric of 

polypropylene, nylon or polyester fibers, or a combination. 
 

1. Provide filter fabrics that meet or exceed the listed minimum physical properties 
determined according to ASTM D 4759 and the referenced standard test method in 
parentheses: 

 
a. Grab Tensile Strength (ASTM D 4632):  100 lb. 
b. Apparent Opening Size (ASTM D 4751):  #100 U.S. Standard sieve. 
c. Permeability (ASTM D 4491):  150 gallons per minute per sq. ft. 

 
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
 
3.1  PREPARATION 
 

A. Protect structures, utilities, sidewalks, pavements, and other facilities from damage 
caused by settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created 
by earthwork operations. 

 
B. Protect subgrades and foundation soils against freezing temperatures or frost.  Provide 

protective insulating materials as necessary. 
 

C. Provide soils erosion control measures to prevent erosion or displacement of soils and 
discharge of soil-bearing water runoff or airborne dust to adjacent properties and 
walkways, according to local soils erosion and storm water management requirements. 

 
D. Tree protection is specified in the Division 2 Section "Site Clearing." 

 
3.2  DEWATERING 
 

A. Prevent surface water and subsurface or ground water from entering excavations, from 
ponding on prepared subgrades, and from flooding Project site and surrounding area. 

 
B. Protect subgrades and foundation soils from softening and damage by rain or water 

accumulation. 
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3.3  EXCAVATION 
 

A. Explosives:  Do not use explosives. 
 

B. Unclassified Excavation:  Excavation is unclassified and includes excavation to required 
subgrade elevations regardless of the character of materials and obstructions encountered. 

 
3.4  STABILITY OF EXCAVATIONS 
 

A. Comply with local codes, ordinances, and requirements of authorities having jurisdiction 
to maintain stable excavations. 

 
3.5  EXCAVATION FOR STRUCTURES 
 

A. Excavate to indicated elevations and dimensions within a tolerance of plus or minus 0.10 
foot.  Extend excavations a sufficient distance from structures for placing and removing 
concrete formwork, installing services and other construction, and for inspections. 

 
 

1. Excavations for Footings and Foundations:  Do not disturb bottom of excavation.  
Excavate by hand to final grade just before placing concrete reinforcement.  Trim 
bottoms to required lines and grades to leave solid base to receive other work. 

  2. Excavation for Underground Tanks, Basins, and Mechanical or Electrical 
Appurtenances:  Excavate to elevations and dimensions indicated within a tolerance 
of plus or minus 0.10 foot.  Do not disturb bottom of excavations intended for 
bearing surface. 

 
3.6  EXCAVATION FOR WALKS AND PAVEMENTS 
 

A. Excavate surfaces under walks and pavements to indicated cross sections, elevations, and 
grades. 

 
3.7  EXCAVATION FOR UTILITY TRENCHES 
 

A. Excavate trenches to indicated slopes, lines, depths, and invert elevations. 
 

1. Beyond building perimeter, excavate trenches to allow installation of top of pipe 
below frost line. 

 
B. Excavate trenches to uniform widths to provide a working clearance on each side of pipe 

or conduit.  Excavate trench walls vertically from trench bottom to 12 inches higher than 
top of pipe or conduit, unless otherwise indicated. 

 
1. Clearance:  12 inches each side of pipe or conduit. 

   
C. Trench Bottoms:  Excavate and shape trench bottoms to provide uniform bearing and 
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support of pipes and conduit.  Shape subgrade to provide continuous support for bells, 
joints, and barrels of pipes and for joints, fittings, and bodies of conduits.  Remove stones 
and sharp objects to avoid point loading. 

 
1. For pipes or conduit less than 6 inches in nominal diameter and flat-bottomed, 

multiple-duct conduit units, hand-excavate trench bottoms and support pipe and 
conduit on an undisturbed subgrade. 

2. For pipes and conduit 6 inches or larger in nominal diameter, shape bottom of 
trench to support bottom 90 degrees of pipe circumference.  Fill depressions with 
tamped sand backfill. 

3. Where encountering rock or another unyielding bearing surface, carry trench 
excavation 6 inches below invert elevation to receive bedding course. 

 
3.8  APPROVAL OF SUBGRADE 
 

A. Notify Architect when excavations have reached required subgrade. 
 

B. When Architect determines that unforeseen unsatisfactory soil is present, continue 
excavation and replace with compacted structural backfill or fill material as directed. 
 
1. Unforeseen additional excavation and replacement material will be paid according 

to the Contract provisions for changes in Work. 
 

C. Reconstruct subgrades damaged by freezing temperatures, frost, rain, accumulated water, 
or construction activities, as directed by the Architect. 

 
3.9  UNAUTHORIZED EXCAVATION 
 

A. Fill unauthorized excavation under foundations or wall footings by extending indicated 
bottom elevation of concrete foundation or footing to excavation bottom, without altering 
required top elevation.  Lean concrete fill may be used to bring elevations to proper 
position when acceptable to the Architect. 

 
1. Fill unauthorized excavations under other construction as directed by the Architect. 

 
B. Where indicated widths of utility trenches are exceeded, provide stronger pipe, or special 

installation procedures, as required by the Architect. 
 
3.10  STORAGE OF SOIL MATERIALS 
 

A. Stockpile excavated materials acceptable for backfill and fill soil materials, including 
acceptable borrow materials.  Stockpile soil materials without intermixing.  Place, grade, 
and shape stockpiles to drain surface water.  Cover to prevent wind-blown dust and 
prevent soils erosion. 

 
1. Stockpile soil materials away from edge of excavations.  Do not store within drip 

line of protected trees or remaining trees. 
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3.11  BACKFILL 
 

A. Backfill excavations promptly, but not before completing the following: 
 

1. Acceptance of construction below finish grade including, where applicable, 
dampproofing, waterproofing, and perimeter insulation. 

2. Surveying locations of underground utilities for record documents. 
3. Testing, inspecting, and approval of underground utilities. 
4. Concrete formwork removal. 
5. Removal of trash and debris from excavation. 
6. Removal of temporary shoring and bracing, and sheeting. 
7. Installing permanent or temporary horizontal bracing on horizontally supported 

walls. 
 
3.12  UTILITY TRENCH BACKFILL 
 

A. Place and compact bedding course on rock and other unyielding bearing surfaces and to 
fill unauthorized excavations.  Shape bedding course to provide continuous support for 
bells, joints, and barrels of pipes and for joints, fittings, and bodies of conduits. 

 
 B. Concrete backfill trenches that carry below or pass under footings and that are excavated 

within 18 inches of footings.  Place concrete to level of bottom of footings. 
 

C. Provide 4-inch-thick concrete base slab support for piping or conduit less than 2'-6" 
below surface of roadways.  After installation and testing, completely encase piping or 
conduit in a minimum of 4 inches of concrete before backfilling or placing roadway 
subbase. 

 
D. Place and compact initial backfill of satisfactory soil material or subbase material, free of 

particles larger than 1 inch, to a height of 12 inches over the utility pipe or conduit. 
 

1. Carefully compact material under pipe haunches and bring backfill evenly up on 
both sides and along the full length of utility piping or conduit to avoid damage or 
displacement of utility system. 

 
E. Coordinate backfilling with utilities testing. 

 
F. Fill voids with approved backfill materials as shoring and bracing, and sheeting is 

removed. 
 

G. Place and compact final backfill of satisfactory soil material to final subgrade. 
 

H. Install warning tape directly above utilities, 12 inches below finished grade, except 6 
inches below subgrade under pavements and slabs. 

 
3.13  SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE BACKFILL 
 

A. Subsurface Drain:  Place a layer of filter fabric around perimeter of drainage trench or at 
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footing, as indicated.  Place a 6-inch compacted course of filtering material on filter fabric 
to support drainage pipe.  After installing and testing, encase drainage pipe in a minimum 
of 6 inches of compacted filtering material and wrap in filter fabric, overlapping edges at 
least 6 inches. 

 
B. Drainage Backfill:  Place and compact drainage backfill of filtering material over 

subsurface drain, in width indicated, to within 12 inches of final subgrade.  Overlay 
drainage backfill with one layer of filter fabric, overlapping edges at least 6 inches. 

 
C. Impervious Fill:  Place and compact impervious fill material over drainage backfill to 

final subgrade. 
 
3.14  FILL 
 

A. Preparation:  Remove vegetation, topsoil, debris, wet, and unsatisfactory soil materials, 
obstructions, and deleterious materials from ground surface prior to placing fills. 

 
1. Plow strip, or break up sloped surfaces steeper than 1 vertical to 4 horizontal so fill 

material will bond with existing surface. 
 

 B. When subgrade or existing ground surface to receive fill has a density less than that 
required for fill, break up ground surface to depth required, pulverize, moisture-condition 
or aerate soil and recompact to required density. 

 
C. Place fill material in layers to required elevations for each location listed below. 

 
1. Under grass, use satisfactory excavated or borrow soil material. 
2. Under walks and pavements, use subbase or base material, or satisfactory excavated 

or borrow soil material. 
3. Under steps and ramps, use subbase material. 
4. Under building slabs, use drainage fill material. 

  5. Under footings and foundations, use engineered structural fill. 
 
3.15  MOISTURE CONTROL 
 

A. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or backfill layer before 
compaction to within 2 percent of optimum moisture content. 

 
1. Do not place backfill or fill material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain 

frost or ice. 
2. Remove and replace, or scarify and air-dry satisfactory soil material that is too wet 

to compact to specified density. 
 

a. Stockpile or spread and dry removed wet satisfactory soil material. 
 
3.16  COMPACTION 
 

A. Place backfill and fill materials in layers not more than 8 inches in loose depth for 
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material compacted by heavy compaction equipment, and not more than 4 inches in loose 
depth for material compacted by hand-operated tampers. 

 
B. Place backfill and fill materials evenly on all sides of structures to required elevations.  

Place backfill and fill uniformly along the full length of each structure. 
 

C. Percentage of Maximum Dry Density Requirements:  Compact soil to not less than the 
following percentages of maximum dry density according to ASTM D 1557: 

 
1. Under structures, building slabs, steps, and pavements, compact the top 12 inches 

below subgrade and each layer of backfill or fill material at 95 percent maximum 
dry density. 

2. Under walkways, compact the top 6 inches below subgrade and each layer of 
backfill or fill material at 95 percent maximum dry density. 

  3. Under lawn or unpaved areas, compact the top 6 inches below subgrade and each 
layer of backfill or fill material at 90 percent maximum dry density. 

 
3.17  GRADING 
 

A. General:  Uniformly grade areas to a smooth surface, free from irregular surface changes. 
 Comply with compaction requirements and grade to cross sections, lines, and elevations 
indicated. 

 
1. Provide a smooth transition between existing adjacent grades and new grades. 
2. Cut out soft spots, fill low spots, and trim high spots to conform to required surface 

tolerances. 
B. Site Grading:  Slope grades to direct water away from buildings and to prevent ponding.  

Finish subgrades to required elevations within the following tolerances: 
 

1. Lawn or Unpaved Areas:  Plus or minus 0.10 foot. 
2. Walks:  Plus or minus 0.10 foot. 
3. Pavements:  Plus or minus 1/2 inch. 

 
C. Grading Inside Building Lines:  Finish subgrade to a tolerance of 1/2 inch when tested 

with a 10-foot straightedge. 
 
3.18  SUBBASE AND BASE COURSES 
 

A. Under pavements and walks, place subbase course material on prepared subgrades.  Place 
base course material over subbases to pavements. 

 
1. Compact subbase and base courses at optimum moisture content to required grades, 

lines, cross sections and thickness to not less than 95 percent of ASTM D 4254 
relative density. 

2. When thickness of compacted subbase or base course is 6 inches or less, place 
materials in a single layer. 

3. When thickness of compacted subbase or base course exceeds 6 inches, place 
materials in equal layers, with no layer more than 6 inches thick or less than 3 
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inches thick when compacted. 
 

B. Pavement Shoulders:  Place shoulders along edges of subbase and base course to prevent 
lateral movement.  Construct shoulders at least 12 inches wide of acceptable soil 
materials and compact simultaneously with each subbase and base layer. 

 
3.19  DRAINAGE FILL 
 

A. Under slabs-on-grade, place drainage fill course on prepared subgrade. 
 

1. Compact drainage fill to required cross sections and thickness. 
2. When compacted thickness of drainage fill is 6 inches or less, place materials in a 

single layer. 
3. When compacted thickness of drainage fill exceeds 6 inches thick place materials 

in equal layers, with no layer more than 6 inches thick nor less than 3 inches thick 
when compacted. 

 
3.20  FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
 

A. Testing Agency Services:  Allow testing agency to inspect and test each subgrade and 
each fill or backfill layer.  Do not proceed until test results for previously completed work 
verify compliance with requirements. 

 
1. Perform field in-place density tests according to ASTM D 1556 (sand cone 

method), ASTM D 2167 (rubber balloon method), or ASTM D 2937 (drive cylinder 
method), as applicable. 

2. Footing Subgrade:  At footing subgrades, perform at least one test of each soil 
stratum to verify design bearing capacities.  Subsequent verification and approval 
of other footing subgrades may be based on a visual comparison of each subgrade 
with related tested strata when acceptable to the Architect. 

  3. Paved and Building Slab Areas:  At subgrade and at each compacted fill and 
backfill layer, perform at least one field in-place density test for every 2,000 sq. ft. 
or less of paved area or building slab, but in no case fewer than three tests. 

4. Foundation Wall Backfill:  In each compacted backfill layer, perform at least one 
field in-place density test for each 100 feet or less of wall length, but no fewer than 
two tests along a wall face. 

5. Trench Backfill:  In each compacted initial and final backfill layer, perform at least 
one field in-place density test for each 150 feet or less of trench, but no fewer than 
two tests. 

 
B. When testing agency reports that subgrades, fills, or backfills are below specified density, 

scarify and moisten or aerate, or remove and replace soil to the depth required, recompact 
and retest until required density is obtained. 

 
3.21  PROTECTION 
 

A. Protecting Graded Areas:  Protect newly graded areas from traffic, freezing, and erosion.  
Keep free of trash and debris. 
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B. Repair and re-establish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially 

completed surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or lose compaction due to subsequent 
construction operations or weather conditions. 

 
1. Scarify or remove and replace material to depth directed by the Architect; reshape 

and recompact at optimum moisture content to the required density. 
 

C. Settling:  Where settling occurs during the Project correction period, remove finished 
surfacing, backfill with additional approved material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing. 

 
1. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of finished surfacing to match adjacent 

work, and eliminate evidence of restoration to the greatest extent possible. 
 

3.22  DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS 
 

A. Disposal:  Remove surplus satisfactory soil and waste material, including unsatisfactory 
soil, trash, and debris, and legally dispose of it off the Owner's property. 

 
END OF SECTION 02200 
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SECTION 02510 - ASPHALT PAVING REPAIR     

PART 1 GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and 
Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this 
Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. This Section includes the following: 
1. Hot-mix asphalt patching. 
2. Sealer 

B. Related Sections include the following: 
1. Division 2 Section "Earthwork" for aggregate subbase and base courses and 

aggregate pavement shoulders. 
2. Division 2 Section "Pavement Marking" 

1.3 REFERENCES 

A. Asphalt Institute (AI): 
1. AI MS-2: Mix Design Methods for Asphalt Concrete and other Hot Mix Types 
2. AI MS-3: Asphalt Plant Manual 
3. AI MS-8: Asphalt Paving Manual 
4. AI MS-19: Basic Asphalt Emulsion Manual 

B. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM): 
1. ASTM D 242: Specification for Mineral Fiber for Bituminous Paving Mixtures. 
2. ASTM D 1188: Method for Bulk Specific Gravity and Density of Compacted 

Bituminous Mixtures Using Paraffin-Coated Specimens. 
3. ASTM D 1557: Test Methods for Moisture-Density Relations of Soils and Soil-

Aggregate Mixtures Using 10 Pound Rammer and 18 inch Drop. 
4. ASTM D 1559: Test Method for Resistance to Plastic Flow of Bituminous 

Mixtures Using Marshall Apparatus. 
5. ASTM D 2397: Specification for Cationic Emulsified Asphalt. 
6. ASTM D 2399: Practice for Selection of Cutback Asphalts. 
7. ASTM D 2726: Test Method for Bulk Specific Gravity of Compacted Bituminous 

Mixtures Using Saturated Surface-Dry Specimens. 
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8. ASTM D 3381: Specification for Viscosity-Graded Asphalt Cement for Use in 
Pavement Construction. 

9. ASTM D 3549: Test Method for Thickness or Height of Compacted Bituminous 
Paving Mixture Specimens. 

10. ASTM D 4318: Test Method for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index 
of Soils. 

C. American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO): 
1. AASHTO 88: Mechanical Analysis of Soils. 

1.4 SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data:  For each product specified.  Include technical data and tested physical 
and performance properties. 

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate pavement markings, lane separations, and defined parking 
spaces.  Indicate dedicated handicapped spaces with international graphics symbol.  

C. Material Certificates:  Certificates signed by manufacturers certifying that each 
material complies with requirements. 

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Regulatory Requirements:   
1. Maintain access for vehicular and pedestrian traffic as required for other 

construction activities.  Use temporary striping, flagmen, barricade, warning 
signs, and warning lights as required.  

PART 2 PRODUCTS 

2.1 AGGREGATES 

A. Fine Aggregate: Sharp-edged natural sand or sand prepared from stone; gravel, or 
properly cured blast-furnace slag; complying with ASTM D 1073. 
1. For hot-mix asphalt, limit natural sand to a maximum of 20 percent by weight of 

the total aggregate mass. 

2.2 ASPHALT MATERIALS 

A. Asphalt Cement/(Binder):  ASTM D 3381 for viscosity-graded material; ASTM D 
946 for penetration-graded material. 

B. Undersealing Asphalt:  ASTM D 3141, pumping consistency. 
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C. Prime Coat:  Asphalt emulsion prime conforming to state DOT requirements. 

D. Tack Coat:  ASTM D 977, emulsified asphalt or ASTM D 2397, cationic emulsified 
asphalt, slow setting, factory diluted in water, of suitable grade and consistency for 
application. 

E. Water:  Potable. 

2.3 AUXILIARY MATERIALS 

A. Sand: ASTM D 1073, Grade Nos. 2 or 3. 

B. Paving Geotextile:  Nonwoven polypropylene, specifically designed for paving 
applications, resistant to chemical attack, rot, and mildew. 

C. Sealer: A refined coal tar emulsion prepared from a high temperature refined coal tar 
conforming to the requirements of ASTM specification D490 for RT12. The use of 
oil and water gas tar is not allowed. Base refined coal tar emulsion must conform to 
all requirements of Federal Specification RP-355. 

PART 3 EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify that subgrade is dry and in suitable condition to support paving and imposed 
loads. 

B. Proof-roll subbase using heavy, pneumatic-tired rollers to locate areas that are 
unstable or that require further compaction. 

C. Notify the Architect in writing of any unsatisfactory conditions.  Do not begin paving 
installation until these conditions have been satisfactorily corrected. 

3.2 PATCHING AND REPAIRS 

A. Patching:  Saw cut perimeter of patch and excavate existing pavement section to 
sound base.  Re-compact new subgrade.  Excavate rectangular or trapezoidal patches, 
extending 12 inches into adjacent sound pavement, unless otherwise indicated.  Cut 
excavation faces vertically. 
1. Tack coat faces of excavation and allow to cure before paving. 
2. Fill excavation with dense-graded, hot-mix asphalt base mix and, while still hot, 

compact flush with adjacent surface. 

B. Crack and Joint Filling:  Remove existing filler material from cracks or joints to a 
depth of 1/4 inch.  Refill with asphalt joint-filling material to restore watertight 
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condition.  Remove excess filler that has accumulated near cracks or joints. 

C. Tack Coat:  Apply uniformly to existing surfaces of previously constructed asphalt or 
Portland cement concrete paving and to surfaces abutting or projecting into new, hot-
mix asphalt pavement.  Apply at a uniform rate of 0.05 to 0.15 gal./sq. yd. of surface. 
1. Allow tack coat to cure undisturbed before paving. 
2. Avoid smearing or staining adjoining surfaces, appurtenances, and surroundings.  

Remove spillages and clean affected surfaces. 

3.3 SURFACE PREPARATION 

A. General:  Immediately before placing asphalt materials, remove loose and deleterious 
material from substrate surfaces.  Ensure that prepared subgrade is ready to receive 
paving. 
1. Sweep loose granular particles from surface of unbound-aggregate base course.  

Do not dislodge or disturb aggregate embedded in compacted surface of base 
course. 

B. Prime Coat:  Apply uniformly over surface of compacted-aggregate base at a rate of 
0.15 to 0.50 gal./sq. yd.  Apply enough material to penetrate and seal, but not flood, 
surface.  Allow prime coat to cure for 72 hours minimum. 
1. If prime coat is not entirely absorbed within 24 hours after application, spread 

sand over surface to blot excess asphalt.  Use just enough sand to prevent pickup 
under traffic.  Remove loose sand by sweeping before pavement is placed and 
after volatiles have evaporated. 

2. Protect primed substrate from damage until ready to receive paving. 

3.4 HOT-MIX ASPHALT PLACING 

A. Machine place hot-mix asphalt mix on prepared surface, spread uniformly, and strike 
off.  Place asphalt mix by hand to areas inaccessible to equipment in a manner that 
prevents segregation of mix.  Place each course to required grade, cross section, and 
thickness, when compacted. 
1. Place hot-mix asphalt surface course in single lift. 
2. Spread mix at minimum temperature of 250 deg F. 
3. Begin applying mix along centerline of crown for crowned sections and on high 

side of one-way slopes, unless otherwise indicated. 
4. Regulate Paver machine speed to obtain smooth, continuous surface free of pulls 

and tears in asphalt-paving mat. 

B. Place paving in consecutive strips not less than 10 feet wide, except where infill edge 
strips of a lesser width are required. 
1. After first strip has been placed and rolled, place succeeding strips and extend 

rolling to overlap previous strips.  Complete asphalt base course for a section 
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before placing asphalt surface course. 

C. Promptly correct surface irregularities in paving course behind Paver.  Use suitable 
hand tools to remove excess material forming high spots.  Fill depressions with hot-
mix asphalt to prevent segregation of mix; use suitable hand tools to smooth surface. 

3.5 JOINTS 

A. Construct joints to ensure continuous bond between adjoining paving sections.  
Construct joints free of depressions with same texture and smoothness as other 
sections of hot-mix asphalt course. 
1. Clean contact surfaces and apply tack coat. 
2. Offset longitudinal joints in successive courses a minimum of 6 inches. 
3. Offset transverse joints in successive courses a minimum of 24 inches. 
4. Construct transverse joints by bulkhead method or sawed vertical face method as 

described in AI's "The Asphalt Handbook." 
5. Compact joints as soon as hot-mix asphalt will bear roller weight without 

excessive displacement. 
6. Compact asphalt at joints to a density within 2 percent of specified course density. 

3.6 COMPACTION 

A. General:  Begin compaction as soon as placed hot-mix paving will bear roller weight 
without excessive displacement.  Compact hot-mix paving with hot, hand tampers or 
vibratory-plate compactors in areas inaccessible to rollers. 
1. Complete compaction before mix temperature cools to 185 deg F. 

B. Breakdown Rolling:  Accomplish breakdown or initial rolling immediately after 
rolling joints and outside edge.  Examine surface immediately after breakdown 
rolling for indicated crown, grade, and smoothness.  Repair surfaces by loosening 
displaced material, filling with hot-mix asphalt, and re-rolling to required elevations. 

C. Intermediate Rolling:  Begin intermediate rolling immediately after breakdown 
rolling, while hot-mix asphalt is still hot enough to achieve specified density.  
Continue rolling until hot-mix asphalt course has been uniformly compacted to the 
following density: 
1. Average Density:  96 percent of reference laboratory density according to ASTM 

D 1559, but not less than 94 percent nor greater than 100 percent. 

D. Finish Rolling:  Finish roll paved surfaces to remove roller marks while hot-mix 
asphalt is still warm. 

E. Edge Shaping:  While surface is being compacted and finished, trim edges of 
pavement to proper alignment.  Bevel edges while still hot, with back of rake or 
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smooth iron.  Compact thoroughly using tamper or other satisfactory method. 

F. Repairs:  Remove paved areas that are defective or contaminated with foreign 
materials.  Remove paving course over area affected and replace with fresh, hot-mix 
asphalt.  Compact by rolling to specified density and surface smoothness. 

G. Protection:  After final rolling, do not permit vehicular traffic on pavement until it has 
cooled and hardened. 

H. Erect barricades to protect paving from traffic until mixture has cooled enough not to 
become damaged or marked by the traffic. 

3.7 INSTALLATION TOLERANCES 

A. Thickness:  Compact each course to produce the thickness indicated within the 
following tolerances: 
1. Base Course:  Plus or minus 1/2 inch. 
2. Surface Course:  Plus 1/4 inch, no minus. 

B. Surface Smoothness:  Compact each course to produce a surface smoothness within 
the following tolerances as determined by using a 10-foot straightedge applied 
transversely or longitudinally to paved areas: 
1. Base Course:  1/4 inch. 
2. Surface Course:  1/8 inch. 

C. Crowned Surfaces:  Test with crowned template centered and at right angle to crown. 
 Maximum allowable variance from template is 1/4 inch. 

 
END OF SECTION 02510 
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SECTION 02511 – PAVEMENT MARKING 
 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 
1.2 SUMMARY 
 

A. This Section includes the following: 
 

1. Surface preparation and application of pavement-marking paint to traffic bearing 
surfaces of existing and new Portland cement, concrete, bituminous pavement, for 
highways, streets, and parking lots.   

 
B. Related Sections include the following: 

 
1. 02510-‘Hot-Mix Asphalt Paving’ 

 
1.3 TYPES AND COLORS 
   

A. Paint shall be of the Vinyl Toluence-Butadiene type or the Vinyl Acrylic type. 
B. Color: Traffic paint shall be furnished in three colors, white, yellow and blue. The color 

yellow for highways, signs, and markings is the same as color No. 33538. The color white 
is ”Standard White” in the same as color no. 37875. Blue for disabled accessible parking 
symbols 

 
1.4 EQUIPMENT 
 
 A. Brush, roller, or airless spray equipment may be used as recommended by the paint 

manufacturer.  
 

 
1.5 SUBMITTALS 
 

B. Product Data:  Submit manufacturer’s printed Product Data sheets.  Include technical data 
and tested physical and performance properties. 

 
B. Material Certificates:  Certificates signed by manufacturers certifying that each material 

complies with EPA’s requirements for VOCs. 
 
1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A. Installer Qualifications:  Engage an experienced installer who has completed pavement 
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marking on concrete and asphalt paving similar in material, design, and extent to that 
indicated for this Project and with a record of successful in-service performance. 

 
B. Preinstallation Conference:  Conduct conference at Project site to comply with 

requirements of Division 1 Section "Project Meetings" Review methods and procedures 
related to asphalt paving including, but not limited to, the following: 

 
1. Review condition of substrate and preparatory work performed by other trades. 
2. Review requirements for protecting paving work, including restriction of traffic 

during installation period and for remainder of construction period. 
3. Review and finalize construction schedule for paving and related work.  Verify 

availability of materials, paving Installer's personnel, and equipment required to 
execute the Work without delays. 

4. Review forecasted weather conditions and procedures for coping with unfavorable 
conditions, and to remain on the scheduled date of completion of the work 

 
1.4 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 
 

A. Deliver pavement-marking materials to Project site in original packages with seals 
unbroken and bearing manufacturer's labels containing brand name and type of material, 
date of manufacture, and directions for storage. 

 
B. Store pavement-marking materials in a clean, dry, protected location and within 

temperature range required by manufacturer.  Protect stored materials from direct sunlight. 
 
1.5 PROJECT CONDITIONS 
 

C. Pavement-Marking Paint:  Proceed with pavement marking only on clean, dry surfaces and 
at a minimum ambient or surface temperature of 50 deg F for water-based materials, and 
not exceeding 95 deg F. 

 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 
2.1 MARKING PAINT 

  
A. Pavement-Marking Paint:  Latex, water-base emulsion, ready-mixed, complying with 

FS TT-P-1952D, Type I or TypeII. 
   

4. Color:  White for parking space markings. 
5. Color:  Yellow for curb markings and striping of no parking areas 
3. Color:  Blue for disabled accessible parking symbols. 
 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
 
3.1 EXAMINATION 
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C. Inspect the existing surfaces for conditions and defects that will adversely affect the quality 
of the work. Verify that subgrade is dry and in suitable condition to receive pavement 
markings. Surfaces are to be thoroughly cleaned before application of the marking paint. 
New asphalt and new portland cement paving shall be allowed to cure for at least 30 days 
before applying pavement markings. 

 
D. Protect other adjacent surfaces from receiving marking paint such as curbs, walks, fences, 

and gates. 
 

E. Notify the Architect in writing of any unsatisfactory conditions.  Do not begin paving 
installation until these conditions have been satisfactorily corrected. 

 
 
3.2 SURFACE PREPARATION 
 

A. General:  Immediately before placing asphalt materials, remove loose and deleterious 
material from substrate surfaces.  Ensure that prepared subgrade is ready to receive 
pavement marking 

 
1.  Dust and granular surface deposits are to broomed, rinsed with water and dried. Other 

deposits, existing markings, another materials adhering to the pavement shall be 
removed with stiff brushes, power water washing. Pavement surfaces shall be allowed 
to dry when cleaned with water or when work has been stopped due to rain. Sweep 
loose granular particles from surface of unbound-aggregate base course.  Do not 
dislodge or disturb aggregate embedded in compacted surface of base course. 

 
2. All equipment for the work shall be approved by the applicator and shall include 

apparatus necessary to properly clean the surface,  a mechanical marking machine, and 
auxiliary hand-painting equipment as may be necessary to satisfactorily complete the 
work. 

 
3.3 PAVEMENT MARKING 
 

A. Do not apply pavement-marking paint until layout, colors, and placement have been 
verified with Architect. 

 
 B. Prime all surfaces to receive pavement-marking paint. Let primer set up the 

recommended period of time before adding additional coats.
 

C. Apply paint with mechanical marker equipment suitable for application of traffic paint, to 
produce pavement markings of dimensions indicated with uniform, straight edges.  Apply 
at manufacturer's recommended rates to provide a minimum wet film thickness of 15 mils. 
A windscreen or shroud shall be used on the equipment to prevent miscellaneous 
displacement of marking paint due to the wind. 

D. Paint shall be applied at the locations and to the dimensions and spacing shown on the 
drawings and approved by the Architect. The paint shall be mixed in accordance with the 
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manufacturer’s instructions and applied with a marking machine. The addition of thinners 
or other additives will not be permitted.  

 
E. The edges of the markings shall not vary from a straight line more than ½ inch in 50 feet 

and the dimension shall be within tolerances that do not exceed +/- 1 inch in 20 feet. 
 
3.4 DEFECTIVE WORKMANSHIP OR MATERIAL 
 

 A. When any material not conforming to the requirements of the specifications or drawings 
has been incorporated into the work or any work is performed is of inferior quality, such 
defective work shall be corrected at the expense of the Contractor. Contractor shall provide 
a one year warranty on all pavement markings applied. 

 
 
END OF SECTION 02511 
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SECTION 02520 - PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVING                    
 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1  RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 
1.2  SUMMARY 
 

A. This Section includes exterior portland cement concrete paving for the following: 
 

1. Curbs and gutters. 
2. Walkways and Site Paving. 
3. Walkways through Roadways. 

 
B. Related Sections:  The following Sections contain requirements that relate to this Section: 

 
1. Division 2 Section "Earthwork" for subgrade preparation, grading and subbase 

course. 
2. Division 2 Section "Hot-Mix Asphalt Paving" for asphalt paving adjacent to 

concrete paving. 
3. Division 3 Section "Cast-in-Place Concrete" for general building applications of 

concrete. 
4. Division 7 Section "Paving Joint Sealants" for joint fillers and sealants within 

concrete paving and at joints with adjacent construction. 
 
1.3  SUBMITTAL 
 

A. General:  Submit the following according to the Conditions of the Contract and 
Division 1 Specification Sections. 

 
B. Product data for proprietary materials and items, including reinforcement and forming 

accessories, admixtures, joint systems, curing compounds, materials, and others if 
requested by Architect. 

 
C. Design mixes for each class of concrete.  Include revised mix proportions when 

characteristics of materials, project conditions, weather, test results, or other 
circumstances warrant adjustments. 

 
D. Laboratory test reports for evaluation of concrete materials and mix design tests. 
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E. Material certificates in lieu of material laboratory test reports when permitted by 
Architect.  Material certificates shall be signed by manufacturer and Contractor certifying 
that each material item complies with or exceeds requirements.  Provide certification from 
admixture manufacturers that chloride content complies with requirements. 

 
F. Minutes of preinstallation conference. 

 
1.4  QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A. Concrete Standards:  Comply with provisions of the following standards, except where 
more stringent requirements are indicated. 

 
1. American Concrete Institute (ACI) 301, "Specifications for Structural Concrete for 

Buildings." 
2. ACI 318, "Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete." 
3. Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI) "Manual of Standard Practice." 

 
B. Concrete Manufacturer Qualifications:  Manufacturer of ready-mixed concrete products 

complying with ASTM C 94 requirements for production facilities and equipment. 
 
1.5  PROJECT CONDITIONS 
 

A. Traffic Control:  Maintain access for vehicular and pedestrian traffic as required for other 
construction activities. 

 1. Maintain traffic and Pedestrian access to the existing facility for tenets and 
continuing management and stall people to continuing to function in the existing 
building. 

 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 
2.1  FORMS 
 

A. Form Materials:  Plywood, metal, metal-framed plywood, or other acceptable panel-type 
materials to provide full-depth, continuous, straight, smooth exposed surfaces. 

 
1. Use flexible or curved forms for curves of a 100-foot or less radius. 

 
B. Form Release Agent:  Provide commercial formulation form-release agent with a 

maximum of 350 g/L volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that will not bond with, stain, 
or adversely affect concrete surfaces and will not impair subsequent treatments of 
concrete surfaces. 

 
 

 
2.2  REINFORCING MATERIALS 
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A. Reinforcing Bars and Tie Bars:  ASTM A 615, Grade 60, deformed. 
 

B. Plain, Cold-Drawn Steel Wire:  ASTM A 82. 
 

C. Welded Steel Wire Fabric:  ASTM A 185. 
 

1. Furnish rolls, unless otherwise acceptable to Architect. 
 

D. Deformed-Steel Welded Wire Fabric:  ASTM A 497. 
 

E. Fabricated Bar Mats:  Welded or clip-assembled steel bar mats, ASTM A 184.  Use 
ASTM A 615, Grade 60 steel bars, unless otherwise indicated. 

 
F. Joint Dowel Bars:  Plain steel bars, ASTM A 615, Grade 60.  Cut bars true to length with 

ends square and free of burrs. 
 

G. Hook Bolts:  ASTM A 307, Grade A bolts, internally and externally threaded.  Design 
hook bolt joint assembly to hold coupling against pavement form and in position during 
concreting operations, and to permit removal without damage to concrete or hook bolt. 

 
H. Supports for Reinforcement:  Chairs, spacers, dowel bar supports and other devices for 

spacing, supporting, and fastening reinforcing bars, welded wire fabric, and dowels in 
place.  Use wire bar-type supports complying with CRSI specifications. 

 
1. Use supports with sand plates or horizontal runners where base material will not 

support chair legs. 
 
2.3  CONCRETE MATERIALS 
 

A. Portland Cement:  ASTM C 150, Type I. 
 

1. Use one brand of cement throughout Project unless otherwise acceptable to 
Architect. 

 
B. Normal-Weight Aggregates:  ASTM C 33, Class 4, and as follows.  Provide aggregates 

from a single source. 
 

1. Maximum Aggregate Size:  1-1/2 inches. 
2. Do not use fine or coarse aggregates that contain substances that cause spalling. 

 
C. Water:  Potable. 

 
D. Fiber Reinforcement:  Synthetic fibers engineered and designed for secondary 

reinforcement of concrete slabs, complying with ASTM C 1116, Type III. 
 
2.4  ADMIXTURES 
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A. Do not use any additives that contain any sodium chloride ions. 

 
B. Air-Entraining Admixture:  ASTM C 260, certified by manufacturer to be compatible 

with other required admixtures. 
 

C. Water-Reducing Admixture:  ASTM C 494, Type A. 
 

D. High-Range Water-Reducing Admixture:  ASTM C 494, Type F or Type G. 
 

E. Water-Reducing and Accelerating Admixture:  ASTM C 494, Type E. 
 

F. Water-Reducing and Retarding Admixture:  ASTM C 494, Type D. 
 

G. Available Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, products that may be 
incorporated in the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 
1. Air-Entraining Admixture: 

 
a. Air-Tite or Amex 210; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
b. Air-Mix or Perma-Air; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. Darex AEA or Daravair; W.R. Grace & Co. 
d. MB-VR or Micro-Air; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. Sika AER; Sika Corp. 
 

2. Water-Reducing Admixture: 
 

a. Type A Series; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
b. Eucon WR-75; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. WRDA; W.R. Grace & Co. 
d. Pozzolith Normal or Polyheed; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. Plastocrete 161; Sika Corp. 

 
3. High-Range Water-Reducing Admixture: 

 
a. Cormix 2000, PSI Super, or Melmet; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
b. Eucon 37; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. WRDA 19 or Daracem; W.R. Grace & Co. 
d. Rheobuild or Polyheed; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. Sikament 300; Sika Corp. 

 
4. Water-Reducing and Accelerating Admixture: 

 
a. Gilco Accelerator or Lub NCA; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
b. Accelguard 80; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. Daraset; W.R. Grace & Co. 
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d. Pozzutec 20; Master Builders, Inc. 
 

5. Water-Reducing and Retarding Admixture: 
 

a. Type D Series; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
b. Eucon Retarder 75; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. Daratard-17; W.R. Grace & Co. 
d. Pozzolith R; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. Plastiment; Sika Corporation. 

 
2.5  CURING MATERIALS 
 

A. Absorptive Cover:  Burlap cloth made from jute or kenaf, weighing approximately 9 oz. 
per sq. yd., complying with AASHTO M 182, Class 2. 

 
B. Moisture-Retaining Cover:  One of the following, complying with ASTM C 171. 

 
1. Polyethylene film. 
2. White burlap-polyethylene sheet. 

  
C. Clear Waterborne Membrane-Forming Curing Compound:  ASTM C 309, Type I, Class 

B. 
 

1. Provide material that has a maximum volatile organic compound (VOC) rating of 
350 g/L. 

 
D. Evaporation Control:  Monomolecular film-forming compound applied to exposed 

concrete slab surfaces for temporary protection from rapid moisture loss. 
 

E. Available Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, products that may be 
incorporated in the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 

  
1. Clear Solvent-Borne Liquid Membrane-Forming Curing Compound: 

 
a. Clear Cure; Anti-Hydro Co., Inc. 
b. Sealco 309; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
c. Diamond Clear; Euclid Chemical Co. 
d. Masterkure; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. 3100 Series; W.R. Meadows, Inc. 
f. Kure-N-Seal; Sonneborn-Chemrex. 

 
2. Clear Waterborne Membrane-Forming Curing Compound: 

 
a. Clear Cure Water Base; Anti-Hydro Co., Inc. 
b. Sealco VOC; Cormix Construction Chemicals. 
c. Diamond Clear VOX; Euclid Chemical Co. 
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d. Masterkure 100W; Master Builders, Inc. 
e. 1100 Clear Series; W.R. Meadows, Inc. 
f. Kure-N-Seal WB; Sonneborn-Chemrex. 

 
3. Evaporation Control: 

 
a. Aquafilm; Conspec Marketing and Mfg. Co. 
b. Eucobar; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. E-Con; L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc. 
d. Confilm; Master Builders, Inc. 
 

2.6  RELATED MATERIALS 
 

A. Boiled Linseed Oil Mixture:  Combination of boiled linseed oil and mineral spirits, 
complying with AASHTO M-233. 

 
B. Traffic Paint:  Alkyd-resin ready-mixed, complying with AASHTO M 248, Type S. 

 
1. Color:  White for parking space markings. 

  2. Color:  Yellow for curb markings and striping of no parking areas 
3. Color:  Blue for disabled accessible parking symbols.

 
C. Bonding Agent:  Acrylic or styrene butadiene. 

 
D. Epoxy Adhesive:  ASTM C 881, two-component material suitable for dry or damp 

surfaces.  Provide material type, grade, and class to suit requirements. 
 

E. Available Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, products that may be 
incorporated in the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 
1. Bonding Agent: 

 
a. SBR Latex; Euclid Chemical Co. 
b. Daraweld C; W.R. Grace & Co. 
c. Everbond; L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc. 
d. Acryl-Set; Master Builders Inc. 
e. Intralok; W.R. Meadows, Inc. 
f. Sonocrete; Sonneborn-Chemrex. 
 

 
  2. Epoxy Adhesive: 
 

a. Spec-Bond 100; Conspec Marketing and Mfg. Co. 
b. Euco Epoxy System #452 or #620; Euclid Chemical Co. 
c. Concresive Standard Liquid; Master Builders, Inc. 
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d. Rezi-Weld 1000; W.R. Meadows, Inc. 
e. Sikadur 32 Hi-Mod; Sika Corp. 
f. R-600 Series; Symons Corp. 

 
2.7  CONCRETE MIX 
 

A. Prepare design mixes for each type and strength of normal-weight concrete by either 
laboratory trial batch or field experience methods as specified in ACI 301.  For the trial 
batch method, use a qualified independent testing agency for preparing and reporting 
proposed mix designs. 
 

B. Proportion mixes according to ACI 211.1 and ACI 301 to provide normal-weight concrete 
with the following properties: 

 
1. Compressive Strength (28-Day):  4000 psi. 
2. Maximum Water-Cement Ratio at Point of Placement:  0.40. 

  3. Slump Limit at Point of Placement:  3 inches. 
 

a. Slump limit for concrete containing high-range water-reducing admixture 
(superplasticizer):  Not more than 8 inches after adding admixture to site-
verified 2-to-3-inch slump concrete. 

 
C. Add air-entraining admixture at manufacturer's prescribed rate to result in concrete at 

point of placement having an air content as follows with a tolerance of plus or minus 1-
1/2 percent: 

 
1. Air Content:  5.5 percent for 1-1/2-inch maximum aggregate. 
2. Air Content:  6.0 percent for 1-inch maximum aggregate. 
3. Air Content:  6.0 percent for 3/4-inch maximum aggregate. 
4. Air Content:  7.0 percent for 1/2-inch maximum aggregate. 

   
D. Adjustment to Concrete Mixes:  Mix design adjustments may be requested by Contractor 

when characteristics of materials, project conditions, weather, test results, or other 
circumstances warrant. 

 
2.8  CONCRETE MIXING 
 

A. Ready-Mixed Concrete:  Comply with requirements and with ASTM C 94. 
 

1. When air temperature is between 85 deg F (30 deg C) and 90 deg F (32 deg C), 
reduce mixing and delivery time from 1 –1/2 hours to 60 minutes; when air 
temperature is above 90 deg F (32 deg C), reduce mixing and delivery time to 45 
minutes. 

 
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
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3.1  SURFACE PREPARATION 
 

A. Proof-roll prepared subbase surface to check for unstable areas and verify need for 
additional compaction.  Do not begin paving work until such conditions have been 
corrected and are ready to receive paving. 

 
B. Remove loose material from compacted subbase surface immediately before placing 

concrete. 
 
3.2  EDGE FORMS AND SCREED CONSTRUCTION 
 

A. Set, brace, and secure edge forms, bulkheads, and intermediate screed guides for paving 
to required lines, grades, and elevations.  Install forms to allow continuous progress of 
work and so that forms can remain in place at least 24 hours after concrete placement. 

 
B. Check completed formwork and screeds for grade and alignment to following tolerances: 

 
1. Top of Forms:  Not more than 1/8 inch in 10 feet. 
2. Vertical Face on Longitudinal Axis:  Not more than 1/4 inch in 10 feet. 

 
C. Clean forms after each use and coat with form release agent as required to ensure 

separation from concrete without damage. 
 
3.3  PLACING REINFORCEMENT 
 

A. General:  Comply with Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute's recommended practice for 
"Placing Reinforcing Bars" for placing and supporting reinforcement. 

 
B. Clean reinforcement of loose rust and mill scale, earth, ice, or other bond-reducing 

materials. 
 

C. Arrange, space, and securely tie bars and bar supports to hold reinforcement in position 
during concrete placement.  Maintain minimum cover to reinforcement. 

 
D. Install welded wire fabric in lengths as long as practicable.  Lap adjoining pieces at least 

one full mesh and lace splices with wire.  Offset laps of adjoining widths to prevent 
continuous laps in either direction. 

 
E. Install fabricated bar mats in lengths as long as practicable.  Handle units to keep them 

flat and free of distortions.  Straighten bends, kinks, and other irregularities or replace 
units as required before placement.  Set mats for a minimum 2-inch overlap to adjacent 
mats. 

 
3.4  JOINTS 
 

A. General:  Construct contraction, construction, and isolation joints true to line with faces 
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perpendicular to surface plane of concrete.  Construct transverse joints at right angles to 
the centerline, unless indicated otherwise. 

 
1. When joining existing paving, place transverse joints to align with previously 

placed joints, unless indicated otherwise. 
 

B. Contraction Joints:  Provide weakened-plane contraction joints, sectioning concrete into 
areas as shown on Drawings.  Construct contraction joints for a depth equal to at least 1/4 
of the concrete thickness, as follows: 

 
1. Sawn Joints:  Form contraction joints in fresh concrete by cutting and finishing 

each edge of joint with a light weight concrete saw designed for cutting concrete 
control joints. 

   
C. Construction Joints:  Set construction joints at side and end terminations of paving and at 

locations where paving operations are stopped for more than 1/2 hour, unless paving 
terminates at isolation joints. 

 
1. Provide preformed galvanized steel or plastic keyway-section forms or bulkhead 

forms with keys, unless indicated otherwise.  Embed keys at least 1-1/2 inches into 
concrete. 

2. Continue reinforcement across construction joints unless indicated otherwise.  Do 
not continue reinforcement through sides of strip paving unless indicated. 

3. Provide tie bars at sides of paving strips. 
4. Use bonding agent on existing concrete surfaces that will be joined with fresh 

concrete. 
 

D. Isolation/Expansion Joints:  Form isolation joints of preformed joint filler strips abutting 
concrete curbs, catch basins, manholes, inlets, structures, walks, other fixed objects, and 
where indicated. 

 
1. Locate expansion joints at intervals of 20 feet, unless indicated otherwise. 
2. Extend joint fillers full width and depth of joint, not less than 1/2 inch or more than 

1 inch below finished surface where joint sealant is indicated.  Place top of joint 
filler flush with finished concrete surface when no joint sealant is required. 

3. Furnish joint fillers in one-piece lengths for full width being placed wherever 
possible.  Where more than one length is required, lace or clip joint filler sections 
together. 

4. Protect top edge of joint filler during concrete placement with a metal, plastic, or 
other temporary preformed cap.  Remove protective cap after concrete has been 
placed on both sides of joint. 

 
E. Installation of joint fillers and sealants is specified in Division 7 Section "Paving Joint 

Sealants." 
 

F. Install dowel bars and support assemblies at joints where indicated.  Lubricate or asphalt-
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coat one half of dowel length to prevent concrete bonding to one side of joint. 
 
3.5  CONCRETE PLACEMENT 
 

A. Inspection: Before placing concrete, inspect and complete formwork installation, 
reinforcing steel, and items to be embedded or cast in.  Notify other trades to permit 
installation of their work. 

 
B. Remove snow, ice, or frost from subbase surface and reinforcing before placing concrete. 

 Do not place concrete on surfaces that are frozen. 
 

C. Moisten subbase to provide a uniform dampened condition at the time concrete is placed. 
 Do not place concrete around manholes or other structures until they are at the required 
finish elevation and alignment. 

 
D. Comply with requirements and with ACI 304R for measuring, mixing, transporting, and 

placing concrete. 
 

E. Deposit and spread concrete in a continuous operation between transverse joints.  Do not 
push or drag concrete into place or use vibrators to move concrete into place. 

 
1.  When concrete placing is interrupted for more than 1/2 hour, place a construction 

joint. 
 

F. Use a bonding agent at locations where fresh concrete is placed against hardened or 
partially hardened concrete surfaces. 

 
G. Consolidate concrete by mechanical vibrating equipment supplemented by hand-spading, 

rodding, or tamping.  Use equipment and procedures to consolidate concrete complying 
with ACI 309R. 

 
1.  Consolidate concrete along face of forms and adjacent to transverse joints with an 

internal vibrator.  Keep vibrator away from joint assemblies, reinforcement, or side 
forms.  Use only square-faced shovels for hand-spreading and consolidation.  
Consolidate with care to prevent dislocating reinforcing, dowels, and joint devices. 

 
H. Screed paved surfaces with a straightedge and strike off.  Use bull floats or darbies to 

form a smooth surface plane before excess moisture or bleed water appears on the 
surface.  Do not further disturb concrete surfaces prior to beginning finishing operations. 

 
I. Place concrete in two operations; strike off initial pour for entire width of placement and 

to the required depth below finish surface.  Lay welded wire fabric or fabricated bar mats 
immediately in final position.  Place top layer of concrete, strike off, and screed. 

 
1.  Remove and replace portions of bottom layer of concrete that have been placed 

more than 15 minutes without being covered by top layer or use bonding agent if 
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acceptable to the Architect. 
 

J. When adjoining pavement lanes are placed in separate pours, do not operate equipment 
on concrete until pavement has attained 85 percent of its 28-day compressive strength. 

 
K. Cold-Weather Placement:  Comply with provisions of ACI 306R and as follows.  Protect 

concrete work from physical damage or reduced strength that could be caused by frost, 
freezing actions, or low temperatures. 

 
1.  When air temperature has fallen to or is expected to fall below 40 deg F (4 deg C), 

uniformly heat water and aggregates before mixing to obtain a concrete mixture 
temperature of not less than 50 deg F (10 deg C) and not more than 80 deg F (27 
deg C) at point of placement. 

2.  Do not use frozen materials or materials containing ice or snow. 
3.  Do not use calcium chloride, salt, or other materials containing antifreeze agents or 

chemical accelerators unless otherwise accepted in mix designs. 
 

L. Hot-Weather Placement:  Place concrete complying with ACI 305R and as specified 
when hot weather conditions exist. 
 
1.  Cool ingredients before mixing to maintain concrete temperature at time of 

placement to below 90 deg F (32 deg C).  Mixing water may be chilled or chopped 
ice may be used to control temperature, provided water equivalent of ice is 
calculated to total amount of mixing water.  Using liquid nitrogen to cool concrete 
is Contractor's option. 

2.  Cover reinforcing steel with water-soaked burlap if it becomes too hot, so that steel 
temperature will not exceed the ambient air temperature immediately before 
embedding in concrete. 

3.  Fog spray forms, reinforcing steel, and subgrade just before placing concrete.  Keep 
subgrade moisture uniform without standing water, soft spots, or dry areas. 

 
3.6  CONCRETE FINISHING 
 

A. Float Finish:  Begin floating when bleed water sheen has disappeared and the concrete 
surface has stiffened sufficiently to permit operations.  Float surface with power-driven 
floats, or by hand-floating if area is small or inaccessible to power units.  Finish surfaces 
to true planes within a tolerance of 1/4 inch in 10 feet as determined by a 10-foot-long 
straightedge placed anywhere on the surface in any direction.  Cut down high spots and 
fill low spots.  Refloat surface immediately to a uniform granular texture. 

 
1.  Burlap Finish:  For new concrete walks except where other finishes are indicated 

drag a seamless strip of damp burlap across concrete, perpendicular to line of 
traffic, to provide a uniform gritty texture finish. 

2.  Medium-to-Fine-Textured Broom Finish:  Where broom finish is indicated draw a 
soft bristle broom across concrete surface perpendicular to line of traffic to provide 
a uniform fine line texture finish. 
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3.  Medium-to-Coarse-Textured Broom Finish:  At disabled accessible curb cuts and 
where coarse texture broom finish is indicated provide a coarse finish by striating 
surface 1/16 inch to 1/8 inch deep with a stiff-bristled broom, perpendicular to line 
of traffic. 

 
B. Final Tooling:  Tool edges of paving, gutters, curbs, and joints formed in fresh concrete 

with a jointing tool to the following radius.  Repeat tooling of edges and joints after 
applying surface finishes.  Eliminate tool marks on concrete surfaces. 

 
1.  Radius:  1/4 inch. 

 
3.7  SPECIAL FINISHES 
 

A. Nonslip Aggregate Finish:  Apply nonslip aggregate finish to paving surfaces of all 
building entry ramps, concrete site and building entry stairs, where indicated. 

 
1.  After completing float finish, uniformly spread 25 lb of dampened nonslip 

aggregate per 100 sq. ft. of surface.  Tamp aggregate flush with surface using a 
steel trowel, but do not force below surface. 

2.  After curing, lightly work surface with a steel wire brush or an abrasive stone, and 
water to expose nonslip aggregate. 

 
3.8  CONCRETE PROTECTION AND CURING 
 

A. General:  Protect freshly placed concrete from premature drying and excessive cold or hot 
temperatures. Comply with the recommendations of ACI 306R for cold weather 
protection and ACI 305R for hot weather protection during curing. 

 
B. Evaporation Control:  In hot, dry, and windy weather, protect concrete from rapid 

moisture loss before and during finishing operations with an evaporation-control material. 
 Apply according to manufacturer's instructions after screeding and bull floating, but 
before floating. 

 
C. Begin curing after finishing concrete but not before free water has disappeared from 

concrete surface. 
 

D. Curing Methods:  Cure concrete by moisture curing, moisture-retaining-cover curing, 
curing compound, or a combination of these as follows: 

 
1.  Moisture Curing:  Keep surfaces continuously moist for not less than 7 days with 

the following materials: 
 

a. Water. 
b. Continuous water-fog spray. 
c. Absorptive cover, water saturated, and kept continuously wet.  Cover 

concrete surfaces and edges with a 12-inch lap over adjacent absorptive 
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covers. 
 

2.  Moisture-Retaining-Cover Curing:  Cover concrete surfaces with moisture-
retaining cover for curing concrete, placed in widest practicable width, with sides 
and ends lapped at least 12 inches, and sealed by waterproof tape or adhesive.  
Immediately repair any holes or tears during curing period using cover material and 
waterproof tape. 

3.  Curing Compound:  Apply uniformly in continuous operation by power spray or 
roller according to manufacturer's directions.  Recoat areas subjected to heavy 
rainfall within 3 hours after initial application.  Maintain continuity of coating and 
repair damage during curing period. 

 
E. Boiled Linseed Oil Treatment:  Apply boiled linseed oil mixture no sooner than 28 days 

after placement to clean dry concrete surfaces free of oil, dirt, or other foreign material.  
Apply in 2 sprayed applications at rate of 40 sq. yd. per gallon for the first application and 
60 sq. yd. per gallon for the second application.  Allow complete drying between 
applications. 

 
3.9  TRAFFIC PAINT 
 

A. Traffic Paint:  Apply traffic paint for striping and other markings with mechanical 
equipment to produce uniform straight edges.  Apply at manufacturer's recommended 
rates to provide a 15-mil minimum wet film thickness. 

 
3.10  REPAIRS AND PROTECTION 
 

A. Remove and replace concrete paving that is broken, damaged, or defective, or does not 
meet the requirements of this Section. 

 
B. Drill test cores where directed by Architect when necessary to determine magnitude of 

cracks or defective areas.  Fill drilled core holes in satisfactory pavement areas with 
Portland cement concrete bonded to paving with epoxy adhesive. 

 
C. Protect concrete from damage.  Exclude traffic from paving for at least 14 days after 

placement.  When construction traffic is permitted, maintain paving as clean as possible 
by removing surface stains and spillage of materials as they occur. 

 
D. Maintain concrete paving free of stains, discoloration, dirt, and other foreign material.  

Sweep concrete paving not more than 2 days prior to date scheduled for Substantial 
Completion inspections. 

 
END OF SECTION 02520 
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SECTION 02582-  LIGHTING POLES AND STANDARDS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. This Section includes the following poles for support of luminaires: 

1. Aluminum poles. 

B. Related Sections include the following: 

1. Division 16 Section "Exterior Lighting" for lighting fixtures, lamps, ballasts, and 
accessories. 

1.3 DEFINITIONS 

A. Luminaire:  Complete lighting fixture, including ballast housing if provided. 

B. Pole:  Luminaire support structure, including foundation, standard, pole top and high pole, and 
tower used to illuminate large area. 

C. Standard:  Same definition as "Pole" above. 

1.4 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Dead Load:  Weight of luminaire and its horizontal and vertical supports, lowering devices, and 
supporting structure, applied as stated in AASHTO LTS-3. 

B. Live Load:  Single load of 500 lbf (2224 N), distributed as stated in AASHTO LTS-3. 

C. Ice Load:  Load of 3 lbf/sq. ft. (143.6 Pa), applied as stated in AASHTO LTS-3. 

1.5 SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data:  For each type of pole indicated, arranged in order of lighting unit designation.  
Include data on accessories, finishes, and the following: 

1. Materials and dimensions of poles. 
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2. Means of attaching luminaires and indication that attachment is suitable for it. 
3. Bases. 

B. Shop Drawings:  Include anchor-bolt templates keyed to specific poles and certified by 
manufacturer. 

1. Design calculations, certified by a qualified professional engineer, indicating strength of 
screw foundation. 

C. Product Certificates:  Signed by manufacturer of poles, certifying that products are designed for 
load requirements in AASHTO LTS-3 and that load imposed by luminaire has been included in 
design. 

1. Design calculations, certified by a qualified professional engineer, indicating strength of 
screw foundation. 

1.6 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Package aluminum poles for shipping according to ASTM B 660. 

B. Store poles on decay-resistant-treated skids at least 12 inches (300 mm) above grade and 
vegetation.  Support poles to prevent distortion and arrange to provide free air circulation. 

C. Retain factory-applied pole wrappings on metal poles until just before pole installation.  For 
poles with nonmetallic finishes, handle with web fabric straps. 

1.7 WARRANTY 

A. Special Warranty:  Manufacturer's standard form in which manufacturer agrees to repair or 
replace lighting poles and standards that fail in finish, materials, and workmanship within 
specified warranty period. 

1. Protection of Metal from Corrosion:  Warranty against perforation or erosion of finish 
due to weathering. 

2. Color Retention:  Warranty against fading, staining, and chalking due to effects of 
weather and solar radiation. 

3. Warranty Period:  Manufacturer's standard, but not less than three years from date of 
Substantial Completion. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 MANUFACTURERS 

A. Available Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering 
products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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1. Architectural Area Lighting. 
2. Centrecon, Inc. 
3. Classic Lamp Post, Inc. 
4. GE Lighting Systems. 
5. Hapco; a Kearney-National, Inc. Company. 
6. Heritage Casting and Ironworks, Ltd. 
7. Hubbell Lighting, Inc. 
8. KW Industries, Inc. 
9. Lithonia Lighting. 
10. Spaulding Lighting, Inc. 
11. Sterner Lighting Systems, Inc. 
12. United Lighting Standards, Inc. 
13. Utility Metals/Fabricated Metals Corp. 
14. Valmont Industries, Inc. 

2.2 POLES, GENERAL 

A. Description:  Comply with AASHTO LTS-3 in structural design of poles. 

B. Wind-Load Strength of Poles:  Adequate at indicated heights above grade without failure, 
permanent deflection, or whipping in steady winds of speed indicated in "Performance 
Requirements" Article, with a gust factor of 1.3. 

1. Strength Analysis:  For each pole, multiply the actual equivalent projected area of 
luminaires and brackets by a factor of 1.1 to obtain the equivalent projected area to be 
used in pole selection strength analysis. 

C. Luminaire Attachment:  Structural supports to comply with luminaire mounting requirements. 

D. Finish:  Match finish of pole and support structure on arm, bracket, and tenon mount materials. 

E. Mountings, Fasteners, and Appurtenances:  Corrosion-resistant items compatible with support 
components. 

1. Materials:  Shall not cause galvanic action at contact points. 
2. Mountings:  Correctly position luminaire attachment to provide indicated light 

distribution. 
3. Anchor Bolts, Leveling Nuts, Bolt Caps, and Washers:  Hot-dip galvanized after 

fabrication unless stainless-steel items are indicated. 
4. Anchor-Bolt Template:  Plywood or steel. 
5. Concrete Bases:  Cast-in-place concrete.  Concrete, reinforcement, and formwork are 

specified in Division 3. 
a.  
b. Color:  Match Architect's sample. 
c. Color:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range. 
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2.3 ALUMINUM POLES 

A. Poles:  Seamless, extruded structural tube complying with ASTM B 429, 6063-T6 alloy with 
access handhole in pole wall. 

B. Poles:  ASTM B 209 (ASTM B 209M), 5052-H34 marine sheet alloy with access handhole in 
pole wall. 

1. Shape:  Round, tapered. 

C. Pole-Top Tenons:  Fabricated to support luminaire or luminaires and brackets indicated, and 
securely fastened to pole top. 

D. Grounding and Bonding Lugs:  Welded 1/2-inch (13-mm) threaded lug, complying with 
requirements in Division 16 Section "Grounding and Bonding," listed for attaching grounding 
and bonding conductors of type and size listed in that Section, and accessible through handhole. 

E. Brackets for Luminaires:  Detachable, with pole and adapter fittings of cast aluminum.  Adapter 
fitting welded to pole and bracket, then bolted together with stainless-steel bolts. 

F. Tapered oval cross section, with straight tubular end section to accommodate luminaire. 

G. Prime-Coat Finish:  Manufacturer's standard prime-coat finish ready for field painting. 

H. Aluminum Finish:  Comply with NAAMM's "Metal Finishes Manual for Architectural and 
Metal Products" for recommendations for applying and designating finishes. 

1. Finish designations prefixed by AA comply with the system established by the 
Aluminum Association for designating aluminum finishes. 

2. Class I, Clear Anodic Finish:  AA-M32C22A41 (Mechanical Finish:  medium satin; 
Chemical Finish:  etched, medium matte; Anodic Coating:  Architectural Class I, clear 
coating 0.018 mm or thicker) complying with AAMA 611. 

3. Class I, Color Anodic Finish:  AA-M32C22A42/A44 (Mechanical Finish:  medium satin; 
Chemical Finish:  etched, medium matte; Anodic Coating:  Architectural Class I, 
integrally colored or electrolytically deposited color coating 0.018 mm or thicker) 
complying with AAMA 611. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 ERECTION, GENERAL 

A. Set reinforcement for anchor bolts, nuts, and washers according to anchor-bolt templates 
furnished by pole manufacturer. 

1. Concrete Finish:  Trowel and rub smooth.  For exposed finish, comply with Division 3. 

B. Install poles as follows: 

1. Use web fabric slings (not chain or cable) to raise and set poles. 
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2. Mount pole to foundation with leveling nuts, and tighten top nuts to torque level 
recommended by pole manufacturer. 

3. Secure poles level, plumb, and square. 
4. Grout void between pole base and foundation.  Use nonshrink or expanding concrete 

grout firmly packed to fill space. 
5. Use a short piece of 1/2-inch- (13-mm-) diameter pipe to make a drain hole through 

grout.  Arrange to drain condensation from interior of pole. 

3.2 CORROSION PREVENTION 

A. Aluminum:  Do not use in contact with earth or concrete.  When in direct contact with a 
dissimilar metal, protect aluminum by insulating fittings or treatment. 

B. Steel Conduits:  Comply with Division 16 Section "Raceways and Boxes."  In concrete 
foundations, wrap conduit with 0.010-inch- (0.254-mm-) thick, pipe-wrapping plastic tape 
applied with a 50 percent overlap. 

3.3 GROUNDING 

A. Ground metal poles/support structures according to Division 16 Section "Grounding and 
Bonding." 

1. Install grounding electrode for each pole. 
2. Nonmetallic Poles:  Ground metallic components of pole accessories and foundations. 
3. Install grounding conductor pigtail in the base for connecting luminaire to grounding 

system. 

B. Tighten electrical connectors and terminals according to manufacturer's published torque-
tightening values.  If manufacturer's torque values are not indicated, use those specified in 
UL 486A and UL 486B. 

C. Ground wood poles and support structures according to Division 16 Section "Grounding and 
Bonding." 

1. Install grounding electrode for each pole. 
2. Install grounding conductor and conductor protector. 

END OF SECTION 02582 
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SECTION 02584 - UNDERGROUND DUCTS AND UTILITY STRUCTURES 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. This Section includes the following: 

1. Ducts in direct-buried duct banks. 
2. Ducts in concrete-encased duct banks. 
3. Handholes and handhole accessories. 
4. Manholes and manhole accessories. 

B. Related Sections include the following: 

1. Division 16 Section "Grounding and Bonding" for grounding electrodes, counterpoise 
conductors, clamps and connectors for grounding metallic manhole and handhole 
accessories, and testing of grounds. 

1.3 SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data:  For the following: 

1. Manhole and handhole hardware. 
2. Conduit and ducts, including elbows, bell ends, bends, fittings, and solvent cement. 
3. Duct-bank materials, including spacers and miscellaneous components. 
4. Warning tape. 

B. Shop Drawings:  Show fabrication and installation details for underground ducts and utility 
structures and include the following: 

1. For manholes: 

a. Duct sizes and locations of duct entries. 
b. Reinforcement details. 
c. Manhole cover design. 
d. Step details. 
e. Grounding details. 
f. Dimensioned locations of cable rack inserts, pulling-in irons, and sumps. 
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2. For precast manholes and handholes, Shop Drawings shall be signed and sealed by a 
qualified professional engineer, and shall show the following: 

a. Construction of individual segments. 
b. Joint details. 
c. Design calculations. 

C. Coordination Drawings:  Show duct profiles and coordination with other utilities and 
underground structures.  Include plans and sections drawn to scale, and show all bends and 
location of expansion fittings. 

D. Product Certificates:  For concrete and steel used in underground precast manholes, according 
to ASTM C 858. 

E. Product Test Reports:  Indicate compliance of manholes with ASTM C 857 and ASTM C 858, 
based on factory inspection. 

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories Including Ducts for Communications and 
Telephone Service:  Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100, by a testing agency 
acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction, and marked for intended use. 

B. Comply with ANSI C2. 

C. Comply with NFPA 70. 

1.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Deliver ducts to Project site with ends capped.  Store nonmetallic ducts with supports to prevent 
bending, warping, and deforming. 

B. Store precast concrete units at Project site as recommended by manufacturer to prevent physical 
damage.  Arrange so identification markings are visible. 

C. Lift and support precast concrete units only at designated lifting or supporting points. 

1.6 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Existing Utilities:  Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others 
unless permitted under the following conditions and then only after arranging to provide 
temporary utility services according to requirements indicated. 

1. Notify Architect at least two days in advance of proposed utility interruptions. 
2. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without Architect's written permission. 
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1.7 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate layout and installation of ducts, manholes, and handholes with final arrangement of 
other utilities and site grading, as determined in the field. 

B. Coordinate elevations of ducts and duct-bank entrances into manholes and handholes with final 
profiles of conduits as determined by coordination with other utilities and underground 
obstructions.  Revise locations and elevations from those indicated as required to suit field 
conditions and to ensure duct runs drain to manholes and handholes, and as approved by 
Architect. 

1.8 EXTRA MATERIALS 

A. Furnish extra materials described below that match products installed and that are packaged 
with protective covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents. 

B. Furnish cable-support stanchions, arms, insulators, and associated fasteners in quantities equal 
to percent of amount installed. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PRODUCTS AND MANUFACTURERS 

A. Available Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering 
products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Underground Precast Concrete Utility Structures: 

a. Carder Concrete Products. 
b. Riverton Concrete Products. 
c. Rotondo Precast/Old Castle. 
d. Utility Vault Co. 
e. Wausau Concrete Co. 

2. Frames and Covers: 

a. Campbell Foundry Co. 
b. East Jordan Iron Works, Inc. 
c. McKinley Iron Works, Inc. 
d. Neenah Foundry Co. 

3. Nonmetallic Ducts and Accessories: 

a. Arnco Corp. 
b. Certainteed Corp.; Pipe & Plastics Group. 
c. ElecSys, Inc. 
d. Electri-Flex Co. 
e. Lamson & Sessions; Carlon Electrical Products. 
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f. Spiraduct/AFC Cable Systems, Inc. 

2.2 CONDUIT 

A. Conduit and fittings are specified in Division 16 Section "Raceways and Boxes." 

2.3 DUCTS 

A. Rigid Nonmetallic Conduit:  NEMA TC 2, Type EPC-40-PVC, UL 651, with matching fittings 
by the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 3 and UL 514B. 

B. Rigid Nonmetallic Conduit:  NEMA TC 2, Type EPC-80-PVC, UL 651, with matching fittings 
by the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 3 and UL 514B. 

C. Plastic Utilities Duct:  NEMA TC 6, Type EB-20-PVC, ASTM F 512, UL 651A, with matching 
fittings by the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 9. 

D. Plastic Utilities Duct:  NEMA TC 6, Type DB-60-PVC, ASTM F 512, with matching fittings by 
the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 9. 

E. Plastic Utilities Duct:  NEMA TC 8, Type EB-35-PVC, ASTM F 512, with matching fittings by 
the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 9. 

F. Plastic Utilities Duct:  NEMA TC 8, Type DB-120-PVC, ASTM F 512, with matching fittings 
by the same manufacturer as the conduit, complying with NEMA TC 9. 

2.4 HANDHOLES 

A. Cast-Metal Boxes:  Cast aluminum, with outside flanges and recessed, gasketed cover for flush 
mounting and with nonskid finish and legend on cover.  Unit, when buried, shall be designed to 
support AASHTO H10 loading. 

B. Precast Handholes:  Reinforced concrete, monolithically poured walls and bottom, with frame 
and access door assembly as the top of handhole.  Duct entrances and windows shall be located 
near corners to facilitate racking.  Pulling-in irons and other built-in items shall be installed 
before pouring concrete.  Cover shall have nonskid finish and legend.  Unit, when buried, shall 
be designed to support AASHTO H10 loading. 

C. Fiberglass Handholes:  Molded fiberglass, with 6-inch- (150-mm-) square cable entrance at 
each side and weatherproof cover with nonskid finish and legend.  Unit, when buried, shall be 
designed to support AASHTO H10 loading. 

D. Cover Legend:  "ELECTRIC." 

2.5 PRECAST MANHOLES 
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A. Precast Units:  ASTM 478, with interlocking mating sections, complete with accessories, 
hardware, and features as indicated.  Include concrete knockout panels for conduit entrance and 
sleeve for ground rod. 

B. Design and fabricate structure according to ASTM C 858. 

C. Design structure according to details on Drawings. 

D. Structural Design Loading:  ASTM C 857, Class A-16. 

E. Joint Sealant:  Continuous extrusion of asphaltic-butyl material with adhesion, cohesion, 
flexibility, and durability properties necessary to withstand maximum hydrostatic pressures at 
the installation location with the ground-water level at grade. 

F. Source Quality Control:  Inspect structures according to ASTM C 1037. 

2.6 CAST-IN-PLACE MANHOLES 

A. Loading:  AASHTO. 

2.7 ACCESSORIES 

A. Duct Spacers:  Rigid PVC interlocking spacers, selected to provide minimum duct spacings and 
cover depths indicated while supporting ducts during concreting and backfilling; produced by 
the same manufacturer as the ducts. 

B. Manhole Frames and Covers:  Comply with AASHTO loading specified for manhole. 

1. Provide cast covers with cast-in legend: 

a. "ELECTRIC-LV" for duct systems with power wires and cables for systems 
operating at 600 V and less. 

b. "ELECTRIC-HV" for duct systems with medium-voltage cables. 
c. "SIGNAL" for communications, data, and telephone duct systems. 

2. Cast iron aluminum with cast-in legend "ELECTRIC" as indicated.  Milled cover-to-
frame bearing surfaces. 

3. Manhole Frames and Covers:  ASTM A 48; Class 30B gray iron, 27-inch (686-mm) 30-
inch (762-mm) size, machine-finished with flat bearing surfaces. 

4. Special Covers:  Recess on cover designed to accept finish material in paved areas. 

C. Sump Frame and Grate:  ASTM A 48, Class 30B gray cast iron. 

D. Pulling Eyes in Walls:  Eyebolt with reinforcing-bar fastening insert 2-inch- (50-mm-) diameter 
eye and 1-by-4-inch (25-by-100-mm) bolt. 

1. Working Load Embedded in 6-Inch (150-mm), 4000-psi (27.6-MPa) Concrete:  13,000-
lbf (58-kN) minimum tension. 
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E. Pulling and Lifting Irons in Floor:  7/8-inch- (22-mm-) diameter, hot-dip-galvanized, bent steel 
rod; stress relieved after forming; and fastened to reinforced rod.  Exposed triangular opening. 

1. Ultimate Yield Strength:  40,000-lbf (180-kN) shear and 60,000-lbf (270-kN) tension. 

F. Bolting Inserts for Cable Stanchions:  Flared, threaded inserts of noncorrosive, chemical-
resistant, nonconductive thermoplastic material; 1/2-inch (13-mm) ID by 2-3/4 inches (69 mm) 
deep, flared to 1-1/4 inches (30 mm) minimum at base. 

1. Tested Ultimate Pullout Strength:  12,000 lbf (53 kN) minimum. 

G. Expansion Anchors for Installation after Concrete Is Cast:  Zinc-plated, carbon-steel-wedge 
type with stainless-steel expander clip with 1/2-inch (13-mm) bolt, 5300-lbf (24-kN) rated 
pullout strength, and minimum 6800-lbf (30-kN) rated shear strength. 

H. Cable Stanchions:  Hot-rolled, hot-dip-galvanized, T-section steel; 2-1/4-inch (57-mm) size; 
punched with 14 holes on 1-1/2-inch (38-mm) centers for cable-arm attachment. 

I. Cable Arms:  3/16-inch- (5-mm-) thick, hot-rolled, hot-dip-galvanized, steel sheet pressed to 
channel shape; 12 inches (300 mm) wide by 14 inches (350 mm) long and arranged for secure 
mounting in horizontal position at any location on cable stanchions. 

J. Cable-Support Insulators:  High-glaze, wet-process porcelain arranged for mounting on cable 
arms. 

K. Grounding Materials:  Comply with Division 16 Section "Grounding and Bonding." 

L. Ladder:  UL-listed, heavy-duty wood specifically designed for electrical manhole use.  
Minimum length equal to distance from deepest manhole floor to grade plus 36 inches 
(900 mm). 

M. Duct-Sealing Compound:  Nonhardening, safe for contact with human skin, not deleterious to 
cable insulation, and workable at temperatures as low as 35 deg F (2 deg C).  Capable of 
withstanding temperature of 300 deg F (150 deg C) without slump and of adhering to clean 
surfaces of plastic ducts, metallic conduits, conduit coatings, concrete, masonry, lead, cable 
sheaths, cable jackets, insulation materials, and common metals. 

N. Warning Tape:  Underground-line warning tape specified in Division 16 Section "Electrical 
Identification." 

O. Concrete Warning Planks:  Nominal 12 by 24 by 3 inches (300 by 600 by 76 mm) in size, 
manufactured from 6000-psi (41-MPa) concrete. 

1. Color:  Red dye added to concrete during batching. 
2. Mark each plank with "ELECTRIC" in 2-inch- (50-mm-) high, 3/8-inch- (10-mm-) deep 

letters. 

2.8 CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

A. Waterproofing:  Comply with Division 7 Section "Composite Sheet Waterproofing." 
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B. Dampproofing:  Comply with Division 7 Section "Bituminous Dampproofing." 

C. Mortar:  Comply with ASTM C 270, Type M, except for quantities less than 2.0 cu. ft. (60 L) 
where packaged mix complying with ASTM C 387, Type M, may be used. 

D. Brick for Manhole Chimney:  Sewer and manhole brick, ASTM C 32, Grade MS. 

E. Concrete:  Use 3000-psi- (20.7-MPa-) minimum, 28-day compressive strength and 3/8-inch (10-
mm) maximum aggregate size.  Concrete and reinforcement are specified in Division 3 Section 
"Cast-in-Place Concrete." 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 APPLICATION 

A. Underground Ducts for Electrical Cables Higher Than 600 V:  Type EPC-40-PVC, concrete-
encased duct bank. 

B. Underground Ducts for Electrical Feeders:  Type EB-20-PVC, concrete-encased duct bank. 

C. Underground Ducts for Electrical Branch Circuits:  Type DB-60-PVC, direct-buried duct bank. 

D. Underground Ducts for Telephone Utility Service:  Type EPC-40-PVC, direct-buried duct bank, 
except use Type EPC-80-PVC when crossing roads and railroads. 

E. Underground Ducts for Communication Circuits:  Type EPC-40-PVC, direct-buried duct bank. 

F. Manholes:  Underground precast concrete utility structures. 

G. Manholes:  Cast-in-place concrete. 

3.2 EARTHWORK 

A. Excavation and Backfill:  Comply with Division 2 Section "Earthwork" but do not use heavy-
duty, hydraulic-operated, compaction equipment. 

B. Restore surface features at areas disturbed by excavation and reestablish original grades, unless 
otherwise indicated.  Replace removed sod immediately after backfilling is completed. 

C. Restore all areas disturbed by trenching, storing of dirt, cable laying, and other work.  Restore 
vegetation and include necessary topsoiling, fertilizing, liming, seeding, sodding, sprigging, and 
mulching.  Comply with Division 2 Section "Landscaping." 

D. Restore disturbed pavement.  Refer to Division 1 Section "Cutting and Patching." 

3.3 CONDUIT AND DUCT INSTALLATION 
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A. Slope:  Pitch ducts a minimum slope of 1:300 down toward manholes and handholes and away 
from buildings and equipment.  Slope ducts from a high point in runs between two manholes to 
drain in both directions. 

B. Curves and Bends:  Use manufactured elbows for stub-ups at equipment and at building 
entrances.  Use manufactured long sweep bends with a minimum radius of 25 feet (7.5 m), both 
horizontally and vertically, at other locations. 

C. Use solvent-cement joints in ducts and fittings and make watertight according to manufacturer's 
written instructions.  Stagger couplings so those of adjacent ducts do not lie in the same plane. 

D. Duct Entrances to Manholes and Handholes:  Space end bells approximately 10 inches 
(250 mm) o.c. for 5-inch (125-mm) ducts and vary proportionately for other duct sizes.  Change 
from regular spacing to end-bell spacing 10 feet (3 m) from the end bell without reducing duct 
line slope and without forming a trap in the line.  Grout end bells into manhole walls from both 
sides to provide watertight entrances. 

E. Building Entrances:  Make a transition from underground duct to conduit at least 10 feet (3 m) 
outside the building wall.  Use fittings manufactured for this purpose.  Follow the appropriate 
installation instructions below: 

1. Concrete-Encased Ducts:  Install reinforcement in duct banks passing through disturbed 
earth near buildings and other excavations.  Coordinate duct bank with structural design 
to support duct bank at wall without reducing structural or watertight integrity of building 
wall. 

2. Direct-Buried, Nonencased Ducts at Nonwaterproofed Wall Penetrations:  Install a 
Schedule 40, galvanized steel pipe sleeve for each duct.  Calk space between conduit and 
sleeve with duct-sealing compound on both sides for moisture-tight seal. 

3. Waterproofed Wall and Floor Penetrations:  Install a watertight entrance-sealing device 
with sealing gland assembly on the inside.  Anchor device into masonry construction with 
one or more integral flanges.  Secure membrane waterproofing to the device to make 
permanently watertight. 

F. Concrete-Encased, Nonmetallic Ducts:  Support ducts on duct spacers, spaced as recommended 
by manufacturer and coordinated with duct size, duct spacing, and outdoor temperature.  Install 
as follows: 

1. Separator Installation:  Space separators close enough to prevent sagging and deforming 
of ducts and secure separators to earth and to ducts to prevent floating during concreting.  
Stagger spacers approximately 6 inches (150 mm) between tiers.  Tie entire assembly 
together using fabric straps; do not use tie wires or reinforcing steel that may form 
conductive or magnetic loops around ducts or duct groups. 

2. Concreting:  Spade concrete carefully during pours to prevent voids under and between 
conduits and at exterior surface of envelope.  Do not allow a heavy mass of concrete to 
fall directly onto ducts.  Use a plank to direct concrete down sides of bank assembly to 
trench bottom.  Allow concrete to flow to center of bank and rise up in middle, uniformly 
filling all open spaces.  Do not use power-driven agitating equipment unless specifically 
designed for duct-bank application.  Pour each run of envelope between manholes or 
other terminations in one continuous operation.  If more than one pour is necessary, 
terminate each pour in a vertical plane and install 3/4-inch (19-mm) reinforcing rod 
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dowels extending 18 inches (450 mm) into concrete on both sides of joint near corners of 
envelope. 

3. Reinforcement:  Reinforce duct banks where they cross disturbed earth and where 
indicated. 

4. Forms:  Use walls of trench to form side walls of duct bank where soil is self-supporting 
and concrete envelope can be poured without soil inclusions; otherwise, use forms. 

5. Minimum Clearances between Ducts:  3 inches (75 mm) between ducts and exterior 
envelope wall, 2 inches (50 mm) between ducts for like services, and 4 inches (100 mm) 
between power and signal ducts. 

6. Depth:  Install top of duct bank at least 24 inches (600 mm) below finished grade in 
nontraffic areas and at least 30 inches (750 mm) below finished grade in vehicular traffic 
areas, unless otherwise indicated. 

G. Direct-Buried Ducts:  Support ducts on duct spacers, spaced as recommended by manufacturer 
and coordinated with duct size, duct spacing, and outdoor temperature.  Install as follows: 

1. Separator Installation:  Space separators close enough to prevent sagging and deforming 
of ducts. 

2. Install expansion fittings as shown on Shop Drawings. 
3. Trench Bottom:  Continuous, firm, and uniform support for duct bank.  Prepare trench 

bottoms as specified in Division 2 Section "Earthwork" for pipes less than 6 inches (150 
mm) in nominal diameter. 

4. Backfill:  Install backfill as specified in Division 2 Section "Earthwork."  After installing 
first tier of ducts, backfill and compact.  Repeat backfilling after placing each tier.  After 
placing last tier, hand-place backfill to 4 inches (100 mm) over ducts and hand tamp.  
Firmly tamp backfill around ducts to provide maximum supporting strength.  Use hand 
tamper only.  After placing controlled backfill over final tier, complete backfilling 
normally. 

5. Minimum Clearances between Ducts:  3 inches (75 mm) between ducts for like services 
and 6 inches (150 mm) between power and signal ducts. 

6. Depth:  Install top of duct bank at least 36 inches (900 mm) below finished grade, unless 
otherwise indicated. 

H. Warning Tape:  Bury warning tape approximately 12 inches (300 mm) above all concrete-
encased duct banks.  Align tape parallel to and within 3 inches (75 mm) of the centerline of duct 
bank. 

I. Warning Planks:  Bury warning planks approximately 12 inches (300 mm) above direct-buried 
duct banks, placing them 24 inches (600 mm) o.c.  Align planks along the width and along the 
centerline of duct bank. 

J. Stub-ups:  Use rigid steel conduit for stub-ups to equipment.  For equipment mounted on 
outdoor concrete bases, extend steel conduit a minimum of 5 feet (1.5 m) from edge of base.  
Install insulated grounding bushings on terminations.  Couple steel conduits to ducts with 
adapters designed for this purpose and encase coupling with 3 inches (75 mm) of concrete. 

K. Sealing:  Provide temporary closure at terminations of ducts that have cables pulled.  Seal spare 
ducts at terminations.  Use sealing compound and plugs to withstand at least 15-psig (1.03-
MPa) hydrostatic pressure. 

L. Pulling Cord:  Install 100-lbf- (445-N-) test nylon cord in ducts, including spares. 
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3.4 MANHOLE AND HANDHOLE INSTALLATION 

A. Elevation:  Install manholes with rooftop at least 15 inches (375 mm) below finished grade.  
Install handholes with depth as indicated.  Where indicated, cast handhole cover frame directly 
into roof of handhole and set roof surface 1 inch (25 mm) above grade. 

B. Drainage:  Install drains in bottom of units where indicated.  Coordinate with drainage 
provisions indicated. 

C. Access:  Install cast-iron frame and cover. 

1. Install brick chimney to support frame and cover and to connect cover with roof opening.  
Provide moisture-tight masonry joints and waterproof grouting for cast-iron frame to 
chimney. 

2. Install precast collars and rings to support frame and cover and to connect cover with roof 
opening.  Provide moisture-tight masonry joints and waterproof grouting for cast-iron 
frame to chimney. 

3. Set frames in paved areas and trafficways flush with finished grade.  Set other frames 1 
inch (25 mm) above finished grade. 

D. Waterproofing:  Apply waterproofing to exterior surfaces of units after concrete has cured at 
least three days.  Apply according to Division 7 Section "Composite Sheet Waterproofing."  
After ducts have been connected and grouted, and before backfilling, waterproof joints and 
connections and touch up abrasions and scars.  Waterproof exterior of manhole and handhole 
chimneys after brick mortar has cured at least three days. 

E. Dampproofing:  Apply dampproofing to exterior surfaces of units after concrete has cured at 
least three days.  Apply according to Division 7 Section "Bituminous Dampproofing."  After 
ducts have been connected and grouted, and before backfilling, dampproof joints and 
connections and touch up abrasions and scars.  Dampproof exterior of manhole and handhole 
chimneys after brick mortar has cured at least three days. 

F. Hardware:  Install removable hardware, including pulling eyes, cable stanchions, cable arms, 
and insulators, as required for installation and support of cables and conductors and as 
indicated. 

G. Field-Installed Bolting Anchors:  Do not drill deeper than 3-7/8 inches (98 mm) for anchor bolts 
installed in the field.  Use a minimum of two anchors for each cable stanchion. 

H. Grounding:  Install ground rod through floor in each structure with top protruding 4 inches 
(100 mm) above floor.  Seal floor opening against water penetration with waterproof nonshrink 
grout.  Ground exposed metal components and hardware with bare-copper ground conductors.  
Train conductors neatly around corners.  Use cable clamps secured with expansion anchors to 
attach ground conductors. 
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I. Cast-in-Place Manhole Installation:  Comply with applicable requirements in Division 3 Section 
"Cast-in-Place Concrete." 

1. Finish interior surfaces with a smooth-troweled finish. 
2. Windows for Future Duct Connections:  Form and pour concrete knockout panels 1-1/2 

to 2 inches (38 to 50 mm) thick, arranged as indicated. 

J. Precast Concrete Manhole Installation:  Unless otherwise indicated, comply with ASTM C 891. 

1. Install units level and plumb and with orientation and depth coordinated with connecting 
ducts to minimize bends and deflections required for proper entrances. 

2. Unless otherwise indicated, support units on a level bed of crushed stone or gravel, 
graded from 1-inch (25-mm) sieve to No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and compacted to same 
density as adjacent undisturbed earth. 

3.5 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Testing:  Demonstrate capability and compliance with requirements on completion of 
installation of underground ducts and utility structures. 

B. Grounding:  Test manhole grounding to ensure electrical continuity of grounding and bonding 
connections.  Measure and report ground resistance as specified in Division 16 Section 
"Grounding and Bonding." 

C. Duct Integrity:  Pull aluminum or wood test mandrel through duct to prove joint integrity and 
test for out-of-round duct.  Provide mandrel equal to 80 percent fill of the duct.  If obstructions 
are indicated, remove obstructions and retest. 

D. Correct installations if possible and retest to demonstrate compliance.  Remove and replace 
defective products and retest. 

3.6 CLEANING 

A. Pull leather-washer-type duct cleaner, with graduated washer sizes, through full length of ducts.  
Follow with rubber duct swab for final cleaning and to assist in spreading lubricant throughout 
ducts. 

B. Clean internal surfaces of manholes, including sump.  Remove foreign material. 

END OF SECTION 02584 
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SECTION 02800 – PICKET CANTILEVER SLIDE GATE     
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1  RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including the General and 
Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

 
1.2  SUMMARY 
 

A. This section includes exterior cantilever slide gate for the following 
 

1. Ornamental picket cantilever slide gate 
 

B. Related Sections:  The following Sections contain requirements that relate to this Section: 
 

1. Section 02500 – Paving and Surfacing 
2. Section 03300 – Cast-in-place-Concrete 
3. Section 04200 – Unit Masonry 

 
1.4  SUBMITTALS 
 

A. Changes in specification may not be made after bid date 
 

B. Shop drawings: Layout of fences and gates with dimensions, details, and finishes of 
components, and accessories. 

 
C.     Product Data: Manufacture’s catalog cuts indicating material compliance and  
         specifications. 
 
D.     Samples:  Color selection for polyester finishes.  If requested, samples of materials (e.g.   

     fabric, wires, and accessories). 
 
 
1.5  SPECIAL WARRANTY 
 

A. Provide manufacturer’s standard limited warranty covering cantilever slide gate and track 
assembly against failure resulting from normal use for period of 5 years from date of 
purchase.  Failure is defined as any defect in manufacturing that prevents the gate from 
operating in a normal manner. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
 

2.1  MANUFACTURER 
 
A. Products from qualified manufacturers having a minimum of 5 years experience 

manufacturing ornamental picket fencing will be acceptable by the architect as equal; if 
approved in writing, ten days prior to bidding, and if they meet the following 
specifications for design, size gauge of meta; parts and fabrication are met. 

 
B. Approved Manufacturer:  Monumental Iron Works/Master Halc Inc., Baltimore, MD 

Phone (410)633-6500; Fax (410)633-6506 or approved equal 
 
2.2  ORNAMENTAL PICKET CANTILEVER SLIDE GATES 

 
A. Gate Frames:  Fabricate cantilever slide gate top frame using (2) 2” (50 mm) square 

aluminum members, ASTM B 221 alloy and temper 6063-T, weighing 1.00 lb/ft (2.76 
kg/m).  Weld members together forming rigid one-piece frame integral with top track (no 
substitution).  Provide 2 truck assemblies for each gate leaf.  Bottom rail 2” x 4” (50 mm 
x 100 mm) aluminum member weighing 1.71 lb/ft. (2.54 kg/m).  Gates over 27’ (6230 
mm) in single opening shall be shipped in two parts and field spliced with special 
attachments provided by the manufacturer. 

 
For gates over 15’-0” Opening:  Internal uprights: 1” x 2” (25 mm x 50 mm) aluminum 
members welded in gate frames at maximum 6’-2” (1880 mm) face to face, subdividing 
frame into panels.  Gates under 15’-0” will have two equal panels. 

 
Gate Leaf Sizes      Cantilever Support (Overhang) 

8 ft. (1829 mm) to 10 ft. (3048 mm)   6’-6” (1981 mm) 

11 ft. (3353 mm) to 14 ft. (4267 mm)   7’-6” (8690 mm) 

15 ft. (4572 mm) to 22 ft. (6706 mm)   10’-0” (3048 mm) 

23 ft. (7010 mm) to 24 ft. (7315 mm)   12’-0” (3635 mm) 
 

For gate leaf sizes 25 ft. (7620 mm) to 32 ft. (9754 mm), weld 2 top track rails together 
forming a dual enclosed track.  Provide 2 truck assemblies for each track for each gate 
leaf, total 4 truck assemblies.  Bottom rail shall consist of 2” x 4” (50 mm x 100 mm) 
aluminum member weighing 1.71 lb/ft. (2.54 kg/m) 
SINGLE GATE LEAF 25 FT. (7,620 MM) TO 32 ft. (9,754 MM) OR BI-PARTING 
DOUBLE 60 FT (15240 MM) TO 64 FT (19507 MM). 
 
Gate Leaf Sizes      Cantilever Support (Overhang) 

26 ft. (7620 mm) to 30 ft. (10,666 mm)   12’-0” (3658 mm) 

31 ft. (9449 mm) to 32 ft. (9754 mm)   13’-6” (4115 mm) 
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For gate leaf sizes 33 ft. (10,058 mm) to 40 ft. (12,192 mm), fabricate 24” (610 mm) 
wide rigid box frame truss.  Truss shall consist of dual side frames, constructed similar to 
standard single leaf gates, separated by square cross member and diagonal truss rod 
bridging.  Dual side frames each contain top track/rail to provide support for truss from 
both sides.  Provide 4 trucks for each track total 8 for each gate leaf.  Weld steel plate 
between top of support posts to maintain truck assemblies in alignment with tracks. 
 
Gate Leaf Sizes      Cantilever Support (Overhang) 

33 ft. (10,056 mm) to 35 ft. (10,666 mm)   13’-6” (4115 mm) 

36 ft. (10,973 mm) to 40 ft. (12,192 mm)   16’-0” (4877 mm) 
 
 
Gate Leaf Sizes      Cantilever Support (Overhang) 

41 ft. (12,497 mm) to 50 ft. (15,240 mm)   Custom engineered by manufacturer 
 

B. Ornamental Picket Infill:  “U” channel rails formed aluminum, 1-3/8” (35 mm) wide x 1-
1/2 (38 mm) deep, 11 gauge 0.120” (3.05 mm) square tube of gauge spacing and with 
accessories to match fence.  Attach pickets to “U” rails by ¼” (6 mm) industrial drive 
rivets MW 381060691. 

 
C. Bracing:  Provide diagonal adjustable length truss rods of 3/8” (9.5 mm) galvanized steel 

n each panel of gate frames. 
 

D. Top track/rail:  Enclosed, combination one-piece track and rail, aluminum extrusion with 
weight of 3.72 lbs/ft. (5.54 kg/m).  Track to withstand reaction load of 2,000 lb. (907 kg). 

 
E. Truck assembly:  Swivel type, zinc die cast, with 4 sealed lubricant ball bearing rollers  

2” (60 mm) in diameter by 9/16” (14 mm) in width, and 2 side rolling wheels to ensure 
truck alignment in track (no substitution).  Mount trucks on post brackets using 7/8” (22 
mm) diameter ball bolts with ½” (13 mm) shank.  Design truck assembly to withstand 
same reaction load as track. 

 
F. Gate hangers, latches, brackets, guide assemblies, and stops:  Malleable iron or steel, 

galvanized after fabrication.  Provide positive latch with provisions for padlocking. 
 

G. Bottom guide wheel assemblies:  Each assembly shall consist of two 3” (75 mm) diameter 
rubber wheel, straddling bottom horizontal gate rail, allowing adjustment to maintain gate 
frame plumb and in proper alignment.  Attach one assembly to each guide post. 

 
H. Gates posts:  Galvanized steel (4” 100 mm) square, weighing 9.59 lb/ft. (14.27 kg/m).  

Provide 1 latch post and 2 support posts for single slide gates and 4 support posts for 
double slide gates. 
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I. Accessories:  Preassemble panels with ornamental accessories attached with industrial 
drive rivets to prevent removal and vandalism. 

 
J. Finish:  After components have been galvanized (inside and out) to provide maximum 

corrosion resistance, clean and pretreat with phosphate to form amorphous structure on 
galvanized surface for superior powder coating adhesion.  Give phosphate coated surface 
a thorough water rinse to prepare surface for seal rinse.  Seal rinse with non-chromated 
solution to improve corrosion resistance and adhesion of finish coat.  Bake metal dry, 
prior to application of powder coating.  Apply 2.5 mil (0.0635 mm) thickness of polyester 
resin based powder coating by electrostatic spray process.  Bake finish for 20 minutes 
(1.2 Ks) at 450o F (232o C), metal temperature.  Chose color – black, bronze, white, 
green, tan. 

 
2.3  SETTING MATERIALS 
 

A. Concrete:  Minimum 28 day compressive strength of 3,000 psi (20 M/Pa). 
 
 
PART 3 – EXECUTION 
 
3.1  EXAMINATION 
 

A. Verify areas to receive fencing are completed to final grades and elevations. 
 
B. Ensure property lines and legal boundaries of work are clearly established. 

 
 
3.2  ORNAMENTAL PICKET GATE FRAMING INSTALLATION 
 

A. Install gate post in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. 
 

B. Concrete set gate posts:  Drill holes in firm, undisturbed or compacted soil.  Holes shall 
have diameter 4 times greater than outside dimension of post and depths approximately 6” 
(152 mm) deeper than post bottom.  Excavate deeper as required for adequate support in 
soft and loose soils, and for posts with heavy lateral loads.  Set post bottom 36” (814 mm) 
below surface when in firm, undisturbed soil.  Place concrete around posts in a 
continuous pour, tamp for consolidation.  Trowel finish around post and slope to direct 
water away from posts. 

 
1. Gate posts and hardware:  Set keepers, stops, sleeves and other accessories into 

concrete.  Check each post for vertical and top alignment, and maintain in position 
during placement and finishing. 

 
3.3  GATE INSTALLATION 
 

A. Install gates plumb, level, and secure for full opening without interference. 
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B. Attach hardware by means which will prevent unauthorized removal. 

 
C. Adjust hardware for smooth operation. 
 
 

3.4  CLEANING 
 
A. Clean up debris and unused material, and remove from the site. 

 
 
 
END OF SECTION 02800 
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